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FARM ASSESSMENT ADJUSTMENTS SEEN
lions Ckii Honors
Past Presidents At
Meeting On Tuesday
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CENTURY CLUB MAILING — Three
In the annual Murray State University Century
prospective new members. Shown (left to right
Max Hurt. Mandl J. Vinson, director of alumni
the committee. Proceeds from Century Club
Went for scholarship awards to deserving high
Youth" as the Century Club slogan.

members of the Calloway County canunIffee
Club campaign mail letters of invitation to
are H. Glenn Doran, chairman, Jo. Dick and
affairs at Murray State, is also a member of
memberships, which range from $100 up, are
school seniors, Inspiring the phrase "Invest In
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

Century Club
Mails Letters
Of Invitation

Letter To Editor

The Murray Lions Club ho
ored its put club presidents at
the regular Tuesday night meeting. Lion Rue Overby, president of the Murray club 105051 served as toastmaster at the
meeting which honored the 18
former heads who are still active club members. Each of the
reflected
presidents
former
briefly upon their tenure of
office and their remarks were
keynoted by charter member
Bryan Tolley, who said "I am
glad to be a Lion."
Lion Bailey Gore announced
route assignments and final
plans for the club's annul
broom and mop sale on>Tnesday= Azigartz.. A_p.ril 28th.
President Enix read a
of thanks to the club from Lion
C. B. .Ford who is recovering
from surgery. At the conclusion of the program a moment
of prayer was held for charter
member Dewey Ragsdale who is
recovering from a severe heart
attack.
The Lions Club Board of Directors will meet Tuesday night,
April 21st in the home of Lion
Enix.
A memo In the Lions' Cub
Reporter noted that in the past
14 years 328 patients received
eye care at a cost of $2,842.21
to the Murray Lions Club.

I
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Farm Properties Would Receive
Blanket Increase If Assessments
Not Reevaluated Reports Hale Charles Hale, Property Valuation Administrator (formerly
Tax Commissioner) for Calla
By LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
way County, reported today that
FRANKFORT, Ky. — After a
he is reviewing and making adjustments in farm assessments year's time out for county electo comply with a directive that tions, the state Department of
Calloway County assessments Revenue may be ordering anare not acceptable to the state. other round of "blanket" assessHe said that he is making ment increases in counties
these adjustments to prevent where property valuations still
farm property in Calloway fall far short of the court-ord
County from receiving a blanket ed 100 per cent level.
"U the assessments are not .
increase by the Department of
(Continued en Pmpe $ixtelen)
Revenue.
Since the enactment of House
Bill I, which required all property to be assessed at 100 per
cent of value, farm values have
increased at the national rate of
about VA to 5 per cent per
year.
ga.
, •
Sales of property in Calloway County, in comparison to
the assessed value of the same
property over the past five
years, have proved that "we no
longer are in compliance with
the court order", Hale said.

Applications are now being
received for a Nurse Aide Training Class at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a spokesman for the hospital said 'this
morning.
Applicants shOuld be 18 to
50 years old. A pre-test ivW be
done at the time of 'the interview.
Those interested should apply
in the nursing office at the
hospital:All applications are to
be in by April 22nd, the spokesman said.

Photo by Tubhe Studio
Dear Jim:
Miss Sheila McCuIston, Queen
It has been my privilege to
represent the First Congressional District of Kentucky since
Calloway County is one of
January, 1950, and I am asking
the many counties in the state
to continue the privilege of
which will receive this increase
serving you in the House of
in asseased values for 1070.
Representatives in Washington.
Thirtyseven counties Is the
At this particularly critical
Letters of invitation were
state have had this increase
moiled Monday to a select list tme in our country, I feel
during the past four years.
WKlidA, of Hale said that notices of inof business firms and individ- there is no substitute for ex
Nhelia McCiostor, daughter Grimm, Little Miss
uals in Calloway County offer- perienced leadership, and it it
Mrs. etudes Mason the Lone Oak Riding Club and
and
of
Mr.
Such w.7• our good fortune Mon- ing membership in the Murray my earnest hope that you wid
3, Murray was Todd Dunn, of the North MarWest Kentucky: Patlelou M.cCuistain. Routeolt•
Una Weal snail Riding Club.
day night and of all things the State University Century Club. return me to Washington that
beam
enoWtly
host and hostess brought out , Mated by the tour menzausaa-we mere continue our work tc and Thursday. Showers an Kentucky Horseman's AssociaGary Wicker, president of the
several whole lobsters to boil. of the county couunietee—&L upgrade West Kentucky that ii thunderstorms likely tonight, tion Saturday ..naght, at the J.
WKHA, presided over the
Glenn Doran, chairman, Jos may truly become an area watt
Paducah.
in
Center
Civic
C.
toHigh
ending early Thursday.
night's activities. Judges for the
We had never even men a Dick, Max Hurt, and hlancil J. all the facilities and benefits day in love and mid 70s, low to-Mi:ss MeCuiston, is an eighth contest were Mancil Vinson, Di
a whole lobster before, although Vinson, director of alurni af- that our people deserve. I am night in lower 30s, high Thursat Murray High rector of Alumni Affairs at
we bad eaten lobster tall. Any- fairs at Murray State—the let- sure you have seen in the news day in low and mid 70s. Winds ,grade student
and was representing Murray State University, Mrs
way they brought out these ter streesed the "Invest in media that I have declared as southerly 10-20 miles per hour School
Providence Riding Club. She Maned Vinson, and Bill Cherry
lobsters and dumped them in Youth" Century Club slogan. one of my foremost goals the and gusty by afternoon. Pro- the
received a dozen red roses, tro- Head of Agriculture Depart
Proceeds from the annual continuous seeking of Federal
a pan of boiling water and
bability of rain 20 per cent in phy from the WKHA, and will ment at the Murray State Uni
cooked them, then they pro- spring Century Club member- financial cooperation looking west this afternoon, 60 per cent
also be given a complete west- versity.
the
by
used
our
of
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development
full
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toward
ship
get
to
how
ceeded to show us
over area tonight, 20 per cent ern outfit.
unithe
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resourcAssociation
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water
into the critter.
to 40 per cent in east
Sherry Carroll, daughter of the nine girls who were repreversity for acholarship awards es that the economic opportun- in west
early Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs Norman Carroll senting their club. Engraved on
What you do is break off the to deserving high school sea- ities of the whole area may be
was first runner up in the con- the trophy was the queen's
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Sixteen !students were re- broadened for all our people.
tail and use your thumb to
schol- Naturally, there are too many
Extended weather outlook for test. Sherry is a junior at Cal- name and her club. These trothe wedcorne grasp of earth's
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Lucy Burns, 1969 WKHA Riding Club and Mrs. V. L — Apollo 13's astronauts rose
board
northeast Friday morning and
for two more long days in the
of these. Then you break off week to the Murray State
into
spaceship
stricken
their
the
new
queen
Pace with a Memorial Plaque
the economic
west portion Sunday, otheralse Queen crowned
emptiness of mace.
the knuckle and whack it and of regents, called
with the assistance of Kiman in honor of Mr. V. L. Pace, who
fair weather.
influence of the university "a
The. prayers of millions went
get another tidbit.
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student trade amounts to more
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than $9 million a year.
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butter, and we can tell you, it
Gail Chester, from the ReidTo become a Century ,.0 1 u b
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The lobster, appears to be an Century Club member receives
queep contest. Gail's act was home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert from earth and 38,894 miles
overgrown crawfish and is con- a certificate of appreciation
eilities at Vanderbilt University a series of songs from the mo- Conway in Shady Oaks trailer from the 'moon at the time.
Murray-Calloway County Hos- ifor
ceurt yesterday.
sidered a delicacy among sea from the Alumni Association.
School of Medicine to broaden vie "Calamity Jane."
pital recently received notice no experience acute nears ar- his
The Murray Rescue Squad re- The big rocket engine that
food.
Approximately 500 people,
knowledge in coronary care.
Members of the Century Club that the Tennessee Micl-South
ks. Open-line telephone corn
at about 3:15 p.m. Tues- would have lowered them into
sponded
Clubs
Congress authorized regional representing 10 Riding
from Galloway County during Regional
Program unication is maintained beMedical
42 at the trailer a valley on the moon tonight
to
day
Number
medical programs in 1965 and in West Kentucky attended the
1969 were:
(TMS' AMP) awarded renewal ween the unit at Murray-Calloquickly was fired Tuesday night after
Volunteers
across the nation regional me- supper. The theme of the sup- court.
Bank of Murray, Capri The- funds in the amount of $0,970 ay
County and a demonstra- dical programs help improve per was "Hitch Your Wagon brought the flames under con- Apollo 13 swung around the
Carman Motel, Dairy for third-year support of the
ater,
moori. The blast hastened the
tion unit at Vanderbilt Univer- patient care through research,
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contents out of the trailer.
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Shelia McCuiston Crowned Queen
Of The Horseman's Association

Home

loe Nance Injured In
Motorcycle Accident

Dickie Band WM Have
Surgery Friday

i
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PIMILIMMICD by LEDGER s TIMES PuBLISURING COMPANY,
Coneolidanoo of the Murray Ledger, The Calkiway Times, and
The ThotierBenik& October DX ilat and the West Kentuckian,
Jammu, L 1141.
let N. 41M Street, Merra7, Bearealir
C. WTI11&51* PUI
JA
We reserve the right to Wee.any Advertising. Letters to the Editor.
or Public VOW! It401331 wawa, in our opinion. are net far the best
Umereeit of our reactant
NATIONAL ISKPRIMMTATIVIS: WALLA= WIWI/ 00., 110
Madison Ave., Memphis. Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg, New Yore. N.Y.
istepsienson hide. Detroit. Mich

By Thornton Connell
Staff Writer

FRANKFORT, Kr. - Gov. Louie
B. Nunn today announced the awe.
rd of a $3,631,890 state contract
8II)38c.IPTION BAT: By Carrier in Murray, per week 350, per to Nelson Contractors Inc., Frap
Mown Li-U. In Cauoway end adjoining counues, per year. WO; Afore for construction of a Cone
Zones i as A.
e.isewhere $11.01. AM aerysce subecriptioon WOO prehensive Vocational Rehabilitation Center at Thelma, near
-The Umeseashog Ode Asset et a Commamity is the
lesegideiy at Ms NeweraperP aintsville.

The project is part of the go,▪
_
ernOr's $25 million construction program for 1970 from curUniversity reeds, 1970 winners
NO CIGARETTES ON TV
STOPS TO KNOWLEDGE - Them. tee Murray State
rent revenue. The Magract calls
Library. The scholarUniversity
the
of
steps
the
pose
scholarships,
on
a
hail
of residence
r Its completion by Sept. 6,
right, Debbie Shifley,
to
left
are,
winners
The
semester.
spring
ships are for $100 each for the
has banned cigaret advertising from radio and 1971.
Lennon, RusBernadette
Madisonville;
ridge,
Loch
Paducah; Jena Davis, Sturgis; Sheila
The center, a single and multiHernandez,
Ruth
L0)(4140041;
Greenville;
television. beginning Jan, 2, 1971. (Cowhands and private eyes
esilville; Sharon Wilson, Louisville, Diana Stuart,
story structure of 116,562 square
Elizebethtown.
may smoke in TV movies, but in a noncommercial manner, Of feet, will provide specialized be. Susan Coffeen, Gilbertsville; Kimble Pencils'', Louisville; and Janice Long,
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
course.)
losing, evaluation and treatment
Originally, the legislation proposed to make the ban effective ad persons housed on the premises,
percent effective against the 33
en Jan. 1.
types of Salmonella. The kill
In announcing his program for trict encompasses, Boyd, Lae.
The date was changed to permit cigaret advertisers one last, construction If 17 institutions recce and Johnson Counties. percentage varied from 0 to 73
Van House said the project,
percent, depending on the type
big spree on TV-Jan. 1, the day when millions of fans have their and facilities, Governor Nunn
of Salmonella present. Orange
said the center was "Kentucky's in Johnson County, would be "a
eyes glued to New Year's Day bowl footbaB.
the
co-operation
testimonial
to
oil-treated dry-curd cottage cheat rehabilitating percigaret advertising is as immoral and insidious as the first effort
ese kept fresh for two weeks
sons who for physical or emotion- of Governor Nunn who on every
new law makes out, it should be just as immoral and insidious al reasons have temporarily lost occasion has budgeted the necie
aaid skimmilk with ao orange
oil additive kept for 50 days.
on Jan. I as, say on Dec. 31. Or today!
their ability to earn a living." ssary money to move it along"
Scientists are busy at work
Among those present for the and predicted the facility would
Congress has been wallowing around with this "reform" for
trying to determine just what
ceremony was veteran be "one of the most beneficial
signing
several years. It requires cigaret Packages to carry a warning
it is ahout essential oils that
State Sen. Wendell Van Hoose, ever undertaken for Eastern KenLEXINGTON, Ky. -a: Asa Oa- makes them so effective against
that smoking 'may be hazardous.- Beginning Jan. I (not Jan. 2) Et-Tutor Key, whose 25th Dis- tucky.'
wage juice and milk conoetion bacteria. The FDA has approvthe Mel must quote the surgeon general as saying smoking is
to quench your thirst? No, not ed essential oil additives for
"dangerous."
really. ..but scientists are din- some foods, but not for milk
covering that components from and dairy products, says Lane.
The law does not prohibit cigaret advertising other than on
the lineage can guard milk qual- The oxidized flavor is foeradio and TV. It specifically bars any state or municipality from
WSM-TV
WLAC-TV
WSIX—TV
ity and retard, oxidized flavor quently encountered in fluid
Channel
4
Channel
S
Channel
legislating against cigaret advertising. And it bars the Federal
in milk and milk products, says milk. This off-flavor, characterWEDNESJAT EVENING PROGRAMS
Dr. C. Bronson Lame, Dairy ized as a "cardboardy" or "talTrade Commission from issuing any new regulations on cigaret
• la Heim Vilhr.; Sots News; War.; Sport. News Wthr; Sots.
Specialist at the UK College of lowy" taste, usually results from
advertising until after July 1. 1971.
v :S The Virginian
Ile* flew
Nanny and Professor
Agriculture.
▪ :0 The Virginian
lieu Ham
exposure of milk to light or
1
0 2S:ides's Fathe
The law does not (repeat, not) affect in the least the millions
I
:311 The Virginian
Medical Ceder
Room 02
bun milk which comes in con▪ :90 Apollo XIII
Medical Center
The Johnny Cash Shay
of taxpayer dollars the government uses to subsidize tobacco
According to the USDA Ag- tact with copper or certain other
30 Apollo XIII
Risotto XIII
Apollo XIII
a ill Apollo XIII
ApolM XIII
Apollo XIII
ricultural Research Service, da- metals during handling. Vitamin
agriculture, nor does it affect the $2 billion in taxes the govern• :3II Apollo XI II
Mode XIII
Hompordinck
iry products can occasionally be- E deficient rations have also
:110 News; Will,; Sins News, WM.. SOO!,, News/ Will,., Soto.
ment imposes on cigarets every year.
ke :38 The Tonif/M Shaw The Mery Griffin Show Moyle:
come reoontaminated after pas- been shown to enhance the oxIn short, the government is now saying to the public: "We'll
:0 The Tenheit Show The Mery Griffin Show 'Vicki"
teurization, no matter how care idized flavor problem. Obvious.
I .30 'Till Tonight Show The Mary Origin ShowMayie
pay you to grow tobacco and help you export it to other countries.
fully the products are process- ly, oxidized flavor should be
ii :00 Apollo XIII
To be eemounced
Movie
I 4. 30 Apollo XIII
The Dick Covert Slum
Apollo XIII
ed. Minute concentrations of controlled by correcting or elialthough smoking is 'dangerous.' And you can hear about smok
:00 Apollo XIII
bobs XIII
Amalie XIII
psychrephiles ("the spoilers"), minating the, causative factor.
:30 Apollo XIII
Apollo XIII
Atellil0 XIII
ing anywhere, but not (tut. tut!) on television or radio.
Salmonella, and other food-pois- Copper or copper-containing
THURSDAY MORNING FRG GIA mS
Great-if you believe in doubletalk.
oning bacteria gain entrance in- equipment should be replaced.
or :11
CIRIIIIVT )104041
J
:39
to the products.
Milk should be covered to pre-The Kentucky Post
CBS Morning News
*Arnim Mee
Dairy researchers are contin- vent exposure to light. Dry feed
Jets Ness Gospel Show McH ale's Navy
WI :30 Merlon.. Show
hero Show
WatCh
uing their search for ways to rations should be supplesnented
Tom,: Weenier Morning
7 A.
Saw show
MarVIIMI Watch
311 t.Muw
inhibit the growth of those tut- with Vitamin E if an oxidized
Show
eine
Www
pawnor
...sited bacteria and to protect flavor problem develops. Use
It Troder
Moore Strove
a. :1111 It Takeo Two; Newsillte Mem SlisimIlls WWI Santini
milk quality. ARS scientists re- fortunatety, great time lapses
Sele-Sitie Nee
NW el Marberre
alb commustmi
cently discovered that natural often occur between the discovII
"
"
L'Ar
*
s
s
rre/re
T
7,::31:1
10
s
utt.10.7 c
microbial inhibitors, such as ery of the cause and initiation
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
Where Ma Heart Is
The NO OS Event/sift
1
:ft Jeopardy
the essential oils of orange, of the cure.
• :30 Who, What, News Search tor 'Tomorrow A world Apart
grapefruit, lemon, and lime
Once again, a noted componTHURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
might be the answer to the ent of the orange and other citMrs. Eva Garland Scott, age 26, died yesterday at the Henry
Nowt Show
is :0
Newt: Winn, COW. All My Children
4. :39 The Neon Shaw
As Ihe World Turns
keeping quality Aid recontami. rus fruits could come to the
Let's Make • Deal
County Hospital in Paris, Tenn. She is the daughter of Mr. and
I so Days SI Ovr Lome Many Splendeeed
The Newywed Game
nation dilemma facing dairy rescue. Studies have shown that
Mrs. Toy Garland of Murray Route Five.
• :31 The driers
Gelding Light
The Dating Game
products.
the sunshine vitamin, Vitam C
:0 Merld-Iler City
Secret Siena
calve! Nespitai
The Murray High School band's Hobo Day will be held tomorrow.
46 :0 To Tell 11i Truitt [due of Night
One Life to Lis..
Drs. Roger Dabbah, V. M. Ed- (ascorbic acid), is an effective
Members will be available for all types of odd jobs.
2 :10 WorlaSemerset
Gems(
Shadows
Pyle.
Meet
Dark
wards, and W. A. Moats, ABS anti-oxidant additive for raw
le Lost in Sews
J
The Severn iwieitiles
GUligeWs Island
The College High School Debate team composed of Greta Brooks,
dairy scientists, found that 1,- milk. Vitamin C is a natural
:m Lost w SPOOR
The Lacy Show
Vernon Gantt, Hemp Brooks, and Charles Eldridge presented the
••• :XI NM Assume South "Ducky at Lam
, The Reel McCoy
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VIET REFUGEE
Lance Cpl. Charles C. Sead
carries an elderly South Vietnamese villager to a waiting
helicopter in Da Nang. The
villager is one of many being
airlifted to the An Hoa combat base for processing to a
refugee center,
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TELEVISION SCHEIJIJLE

- A parental and community
By FREDERICK 11, TREESH (students, parents) and practi- role in matters of budgeting,
tioner
(teachers,
administr
a.
United Press International
personnel and curriculum.
tors)."
- The present heavy empha.
In the view of Mario D. Some consumers may there- sis on cognitive subject matter
Fannie, program officer tor fore seek other options- such as to be tempered with materials
putik education for the Ford private schools. But, Fantini that bear some relevance to the
And now abideth faith, hope charity, thesethree; but the greatest Foundation, -the problem with said, many others are demand- students' lives and with newer
ing change and reform through
of these is charity.-1 Corinthians 13:13.
American schools is this:
kinds of content and procedures
A Christian's LIM and hope are expressed by his love for God , "We are expecting an educa- direct participation- decentr
will help students answer
that
and for his fellowmen.
tional system rooted in the zation and community control, deep personal concerns and
nineteenth century to solve "The participants who lead rediscover their own integrity.
twentieth-.and twenty-first cen- reform in the 70's will be those - A wider spectrum of staff
closest to the action- teachers,
tury problems,"
tO include professionals, laymen
If, in the 1970s, the nation is permits, students. Participation (parents, community residents
to avoid the costly errors of the of these publics in - -the and students) and specialists
1960s, the schools need an governance of urban s6bools from other disciplines and
entirely new set of guiding carries the potential for trigger- professions.
assumptions, Fantini believes. ing changes in substance and
personnel," tie says.
Something Wrong
Motley materials
Reform Direction
In the 60s, Fantinl said in an
ALBANY, Ore, (UPI)-A
article in the April issue of Fanelli said the "direction of
Today's Education, journal of desired reform" appears to be. distributor haltered an lseuarium
owner fornon-psyment cif matthe National Education Associaerials. 'The suit seeks money for
tion, schools reacted to crash
neve
"200 horn toads,
programs dealing with the poor,
eertns, 1,0(0 cardinals and 6
The use of such terms as
iguana.
"culturally disadvantaged," he
said, implied something was By United Press International
In 1912 the luxury Mgr
wrong with the learner when, in
Today is Wednesday, April 15, Titanic sank off Newfoundland.
fact, the problem was with the
the 105th day of 1970 with 260 to 01 2,223 persons aboard, 1,517
institution.
died.
"In a pluralistic society, follow,
The moon Is between Its first
In 1959 Cuban Premier Fidel
diversity is an important value
Castro -arrived in the United
that our educational institutions quarter and full stage.
goodwill Time
should express," he said. In the • The morning star is Jupiter. States for e
The
evening
stars
are
Mercte
--existing institution, however,
Federal Marshal Arthur Wilson
A thought for the day:
COURT OMNI TO Gal WILL
there- Is one way of doing things ry, Venus, Mars and Saturn,.
On this day in history:
_hands'sp- traffit. controller Donald Simpson an injunction
American poet Robert Frost
educational
.
.
the
total
Mentotial.
In 1861 President lancoln died said
ordering him back to work Simpson is in Copiy
"I never dared be
system has been ponderous id
from an assassin's bullet and radical when yeungeefer fear It
Hospital. Aurora, at Looking on is PATCO Chairman Vranic
to
the
groeirhg.
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on"• of 1210 air train, con coniMive
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Ford Foundation Officer Says Schools
Need New 'Guiding Assum ptions' In '70

By

ed of its bar on tobacco. There
might be a temptation now to
use the stockpiled DDT despite
ASCS's withholding price support, and hope that some buy
er will take the tobacco. Most
likely, buyers will not bid on
uncertified tobacco which leo
ves the grower with a lot of
tobacco on his hands. The chance of getting away with using
DDT Or TDE on tobacco without its being detected is very
small The residues of these
pesticides last a long time and
modern techniques can detect
residues as small as 1 pert per
billion. This is equivalent to
detecting one cameo of salt in
over 31 tons of sugar, says Dr.
R. A. Scheibner, latitocrialogie
at the UK College of Asthma
tare.
Growers who have their tobacco custom spayed should be
sure that the away operator
not using DDT and =I ante.
baeco.

LEXINGTON, Ky.- The
ricultural Stabilizatioo and Conservation Service announced recently that price support will
not be given on any tobacco
that was treated with DDT or
TDE during the 1970 season.
Erich grower will have to certi.
fy that neither of these insectisisaA was used. The certificates
will be issued by the local AS
CS deices just prior to the time
marketing cards are issued. Fail.
tare to sign and return the certi.
Beate on time could be construed that the grower used either DDT or TDE on his crop.
Some growers may have stockpiled DDT when they fast learn.

Entered Deily at the Post Mice, Murray, Kentucky. for
transmission as Second Class Matter
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Price Support Withdrawn On
DDT Treated Tobacco Crops
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

ROOKIES SIGNED

PORTS

Giants Spot Atlanta 8 Runs,
Come Back To Clean Up 15-11

SAN DIEGO(UP
Rookies
Tom Williams and Howard
Gravelle of the University of
California at Davis have signed
with the San Diego Chargers of
caught up.
the National Football League.
In other National League
By VITO STELLINO
the operations officer of the The 6-4, 245-pound Williams is a
By MILTON RICHMAN
games, Pittsburgh edged New
UPI Sports Writer
bank. He was simply informing defensive end, and the 6-4, 235UPI Sports Writer
York, 6-4, in 10 innings, Chicago
me they took all the money I pounds Gravelle is a tight end,
It was this kind of game One beat Philadelphia, 5-4, Cincinnahad. Absolutely everything."
AUGUSTA, Ga.(UPI)- Billy
player got a single and was ti drubbed San Diego, 6-1, Los
No Advance Notice
Casper, the new Masters'
lifted for a pinch-hitter in the Angeles edged Houston, 3-2, and
Mowry claims he never was WARNER TO BUFFALO
champ, will never forget this
St. Louis nipped Montreal, 6-5,
same inning.
past weekend. Neither will given a word of advance notice.
was just one of the In 10 innings.
That
a
for
after
holing
a
10-footer
N.Y. (UPI)
BUFFALO,
He says he has always paid his
Larry Mowry.
In the American League,
unusual developments in a
l'ON RICHMAN
y-Wr
birdie on the seventh and that
There was one slight differ- taxes on time and figures his Cornell Warner, a 6-10 center of
beat New York, 8-3,
Tuesday
Atlanta
Boston
at
marathon
UPI
the
as
Sports
Writer
was
stood
how matters
only crime was getting mar- Jackson State College, has
ence.
Cleveland, 12-4,
routed
Francisco
San
the
Detroit
when
night
two golfers walked up the hill
signed with the new Buffalo
Billy Casper cleaned up. ried.
9-1,
NEW YORK (UP1)- Commis- Giants spotted the Braves an 8- Oakland blasted Milwaukee,
Ga.
AUGUSTA,
(UPI)-They
on
the
ninth.
a
"My
wife, Barbara, was
entry in the National Basketball
Larry Mowry was wiped out.
of the 0 lead and came back to win, and Chicago beat California, 3Dolph
in
Jack
everything
were
putting
sioner
arrangemaking
Those
busy
widow when we got married on Association. Warner, who had a
But literally.
1. washington-Baltimore was
readiness for the new 1970 ments for the winner's ceremo- American Basketball Associa- 15-11,
Larry Mowry is a tall 33- Jan. 13, 1969 and that's where year of college eligibility left, Masters
Luman
out and Kansas CityManager
rained
Braves'
the
confident"
"quite
is
the
to
tion
champion.
ny
attention
paid
little
year-old touring pro from Las the problem comes in," he was chosen second by Buffalo
Up to this point in the playoff huge crowd which had curled league will merge with the Harris brought in Larry Jester Minnesota was snowed out.
also
was picked by
Vegas and the principal reason says. "Her late husband was in and
Mets Return To Shea
it hadn't been a match so much Itself around the back fringe National Basketball Association to face Willie McCovey in the
nobody beard about his catas- business and after he died the Pittsburgh of the rival Ameri- as a mis-match. Casper bad
The Mets' return to Shea
after Hoyt Wilhelm
eighth
seasons.
three
next
the
after
ninth
the
and
of
two
sides
was government claimed he owed can Basketball Association.
last Saturday
trophe
gone five strokes up on Littler green. They occupied them- Dolph said Tuesday that the walked Ken Henderson. McCo- Stadium as world champions
because he wasn't playing here $8,000 in bask taxes for 1963.
wasn't a
selves instead with what had to ABA has agreed to the general vey hit a two-run homer to tie before 41,679 fans
but rather in the Magnolia She didn't hide anything from
rainy,
vras
H
ninth,
one.
the
In
11-11.
triumphant
game,
the
outlined
merger
the
of
main
terms
be done oa the Masters'
Classic at Hattiesburg, Miss., me. She told me about it. But
com Harris brought in Milt Pappas dreary day and the Mets twice
merger
the
between
above
sits
which
putting
green,
person's
which drew about as much what does another
to face Henderson after Gary lost the lead before bowing in
the ninth and 10th holes and mittees of the two leagues.
attention as Wisconsin's double. debts have to do with me?"
Neibauer walked the first three the 10th to Pittsburgh. Bob
call
agreements
general
The
them,
between
in
somewhat
Mowry is a resident of
header sweep over little Loras
Henderson, who had Robertson tied the game in the
batters.
million
$11
ABA
pay
to
the
for
ceremony
where
Nevada and part of his problem
College.
to have all 11 of its teams three singles and two walks, hit ninth with a homer and Matty
to
the
be
and
held.
was
ultimately
and
be
the
that
in
fact
locked
is
Mowry, as the Magnolia
Included in a merged league. a grand slain to win the game. Alou singled in the deciding run
46 Chairs Lined Up
Classic's defending champ, was his wife held a pint bank
The terms also call next season Giant pitcher Frank Reberger in the 10th after a wild throw
chairs
46
were
there
Already
By STU CAMEN
going along great in that account and there Is a state law
of the crowd lined up neatly on the putting for mixed exhibition games as led off the fourth inning with by reliever Tug McGraw.
delight
the
to
run
"satellite" tournament to bit In Nevada which says if _a
UPI Sports Writer
Solo homers by Tony Perez
of 46,891.
green behind a table with a well as a championship series his dub trailing, 10-5, and
Masters Saturday when a-delay widow has any financial liabiliThat touched off a
Cleveland rookie Ted Ford green cloth covering on it.
singled.
between
Game
All-Star
an
and
Bench in the fourth
developed on the tee of the 16th ty and she marries soother
Mickey Lolich Is quickly got his first major league bit Casper and Littler both the two leagues. However, the four-run
rattier and Johnny
and
rally
inning and Bobby Tolan's grand
hole. The delay was long man any of her or his earning his pay.
to
due
eighth
the
in
was
homer
Reberger
with a
parred the ninth hole and now leagues would remain separate quickly,
seventh gave
enough to permit him to jump "community property assets"
Lolich, counted on to lead the Inning and Rich Hand, the first they moved on to the 10th tee, for the next three seasons and bat with the bases loaded and slam in the
its victory over San
Cincinnati
Into the clubhouse nearby for a are liable for tax collection to Detroit Tigers pitching staff, at of
seven Indian pitchers, Littler emerging from the retain
negotiating two out with the Giants trailing Diego.
separate
an extent.
couple minutes.
least until the return of suffered his second loss.
some ice rights for national television. only 10-9.
sipping
first
crowd
Willie Crawford hit a solo
I
understand
thing
can't
""rhe
a
told
While inside, ,he wa.s
suspended Denny McLain on
In other American League water from a paper cup and There would also be a commoc
Single Wasn't Considered
homer in the fourth and Mm
letter had arrived for him. It is why the IRS never gave me July 1, pitched his third games, Boston beat New York, Casper
single
earlier
Reberger's
But
following a dozen or so draft, beginning next year.
Brewer pitched three innings of
had been forwarded the same a bit of adVance notice," complete game in nine days 8-3; Oakland walloped Milwauksteps behind in his white golf "I'm quite optimistic that the wasn't considered by Manager hiti egg _relief_ bell In preserve
way mall is forwarded to all Mowry says.
Tuesday as the Bevels opened ee, 9-1; and Chicago downed
hat, his black turtleneck shirt, merger can be worked out," lyde --King, who called. on Alan Postaili- win as Los
twine salmon-with a 12-4 -California, 34: Yrisliington at
ibe _klaYing Proa90 _t4.1e
his wine red sweater and his Dolph said. "If we don't merge inch-hitter Bob Taylor. Natur- Angeles downed Houston.
envethe
Mowry ripped open
triumph over the Cleveland Baltimore was rained out and
slteks. The temperature both leagues will have made a ally, Taylor hit into a force to
grey
Johnny Callison doubled nome
lope, read the letter and
Indians.
Kansas City at Minnesota was was right around 80 degrees at serious mistake."
end the inning,
two runs in his first Wrigley
FIRST SKI AWARD
couldn't believe his eyes. He
The chubby Southpaw beat snowed out.
McMaDoc
and
of
Frank Linzy
the time but. Casper felt no Franklin Mieuli, president
Field at-bat as a member or
read it again but the words
Washington on opening day
National League, special need to remove his the San Francisco Warriors of hon held the Braves to three
In the
Cubs add "Chicago survived
the
didn't change. The letter was
with a seven-hit shutout; lost Chicago edged Philadelphia, 5the NBA, threw up a roadblock hits over the last six innings
sweater.
inning by
from his bank in Las Vegas and
an eight-hitter on Friday to 4; Pittsburgh topped New York, Casper's drive on the par In the path of the merger, and the Giants eventually a four-run ninth
TEANECK, N.J.(UPI)- The
Philadelphia to beat the Phils.
there was a levy from the first Ski Instructor of the Year Baltimore in 10 innings, then 6-4, in 10 innings; Cincinnati
needs
be
saying
by
four 470-yard 10th was seeming- however,
Internal Revenue Service at- Award will be presented by the came back to beat the Indians defeated San Diego, 6-1; Los
ly effortless while Littler, only one more vote from NBA
tached. What the letter said in
on
a
3-2;
if
gutsy,
Houston,
not artistic, 12- Angeles topped
to an
Garcia Corporation
pushing, sent his tee shot into owners for a veto.
tu Yesterday s Fuzee
An
effect was that Larry Mowry outstanding U.S. or Canadian hitter.
San Francisco outslugged Atwoods, nearly got himself "I've got three votes to block
was wiped out. All the money ski instructor April 18 at Vail, Every starter in the Detroit lanta, 15-11; and St. Louis the
have
to
hope
I
and
merger
with
this
up
wound
and
lost in them
_ 5.Everyone
ACROSS
his account had been Colo., as part of the 1970 North lineup scored at least once and nipped' Montreal, 6-5, in 10
In
6-Emit
a double bogey six on the hole. a fourth which would guarantee
removed.
name
1.Man's
but
7-Dawn
everyone
shortstop
Cesar
Innings.
added
He
Mieuli said.
American Instructors Congress.
even
defeat,"
shot
a
up
Casper
picked
nickname
Man's
5
god'deS
"The letter was dated March
Gutierrez batted in at least one
Reggie Smith, who had driven though he took a bogey.
the admission of all 11 8.Sacred Image
that
Wasted
8
20th and the actual wording
In only one run in Boston's first
ABA franchises would bring the 12.Eschange
9-DispOssess
Seven
To
Runs
Lead
premium
reads, 'We have charged your
10 Above
five games, celebrated the Red He ran his lead to,seven shots NBA "to its knees."
Sign of
account in the amount which
11 Smatter amount
Sox' opener at Fenway Park by on the llth and even though it The Pro Basketball Players 13 zodiac
16 Arabian
funds
represented all the
homering and doubling in two diminished to three strokes Associatian also has indicated it 14-Pfunge
seapcirt
available this date,'" Movn•y
defeat the after the 15th, he put Littler out will try to prevent the merger, 15-Pra5er book
help
runs to
18 Declare
17 Assuages
says. "The letter is signed by
of
22.Tttle
the
went
Yankees. Ray Culp
of his misery with a pair of which would hold down the 19-Ancient
)
respect
distance for Boston to even his birdies on the 16th and 17th.
chariot
'5
costly bidding war for talent
23 Is borne
record at 1-1 while Fritz When it was all over Casper that the leagues have been 20-Swerves
24 Gratuity
off
Island
44
,
Rowe
36
21 Employed
25 Guido s high
Ireland
Lakers finished second to Peterson took the loss.
17 Had on one s
and Littler sat at that same wading.
23 Communists
note
46 Tinted
Tito Francona's bases-loaded,green cloth covered table on
Pe•sor,
Atlanta in the Western Division
By RABUN MATTHEWS
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27 Press tor
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viewiew Eisen
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29 Devoured
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Some nice things about each Money and medicine
"He played well in the fourth a 1-1 tie and Rick Monday
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30 Obtain
42 Climbing plant
31 Piefix not
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finishing
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other.
Chamberlain, a "controversy and fifth games at Phoenix and
50,Per mit
43 Co,rageous
35 MeNican
Milwaukee "Billy Casper is one of the
HOUSTON, Texas (UPI)- 32 Mire
5.3iPronoun
Person
shassi
back home, according to Los has been a really key man for land's victory over
33 Symbol for
with a three-run homer in the greatest players in the past 10 Transplant surgeon Dr. Michael
tellurium
Angeles Coach Joe Mullaney, is us since," Mullaney said.
10 I I
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5 e
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"Gene Littler is very kind," only lip service to the idea tha 38 Wager
during the Lakers' 32-18 scoring a five-run outburst and
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Alciador got a small bit of Basketball Association Western
everyone should have proper 39 God of love
in the third quarter Al Downing's first victiry in an Casper told everyone.
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after
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41 Focd fish
The ceremony lasted a half medical care.
Chamberlain was the offen- against Atlanta that was the Athletics' uniform.
most frustrating nights of his
Chicago scored all three of its hour.
"The truth is that medical 43 Rabbes
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nog 20
and
in
game,
the
difference
Lakers
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when
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life on a basketball court.
45 Direction
than
Then the people came and care today goes where the money 48 Wiped out
bulky Jerry West chipped in nine runs in the ftrst inning,
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shoot for. Bill Russell played on
11 title teams in 13 years ancr
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since Russell had a better By United Press International
supporting cast.
The Dallas Chaparrals have
finally clinched second place in
the West Division of the
American Basketball Associa.
tion.
Glen Combs scored 25 points
and Many Leaks added 23
Tuesday night as Dallas defeated the Los Angeles Stars, 129113, to take the No. 2 spot in
the West on the next-to-last
Vioterp!oof
night of the regular season.
In the only other game, Han
Whitney made two free throws
and Bob Verga hit a laytm to
give the Carolina Cougars a
104-98 victory over the WashingSave As Much As 60 Percent On Many Items.
ton Caps.
Decorates., Too!
Washington, scoring only 12
points in the first quarter and
20 in the second, trailed by 27
In the third period but shaved
the margin to two points before
Whitny and Verga scored.
Mike Barrett led Washington
12tki Poplar.. _
twigs 33 points-and Verets wound
ilup with 38 for Carolina.
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Everything Must Go - Even All Our Fixtures

Masonry Paint
Stops Water
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STOCK OF AMERICA'S FINEST MERCHANDISE

We Are Selling This Entire Stock!!

Starks
Hardware

We have again slashed prices on our Famous Name Brands.
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Miss Barbara Jean Holsapple Becomes
Bride Of George Anthony Taylor In A
Ceremony At The Lynn Grove Church

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

1111-04134,

Tight squeeze
with new styles
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I think the world has gone mad with
fashions for men. It's bad enough that men are now sporting
velvet and ruffles and crazy color combinations in shirts and
ties. But bow about those skin-tight pants, Abby? The pasta
are so tight that they're made without pockets.
Where is a man supposed to carry his wallet,- keys,
WONDERING
handkerchief and pocket comb?

WEDNESDAY — APRIL 15, 1970

foVitRAY, KENTUCKY

TIME ,

ciaLceif
Wednesday, April 15
Baptist
Grove
The Elm
Church WMS will have its miss--1
ion study at the church at
seven p.m. with Mrs. W. A.
Farmer as the leader
•••
The J. N. Williams chapter of
the UDC will have a luncheon
at the Holiday Inn at 12 noon
with Mrs. Henry Elliott in
charge of the program. Hostesses are Mesdames E. S. Fern, Neva Waters, Mary Warren Scott, aid-Leonard Vaughn.
•••

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

The home of Mrs. John Keel
mu the some of the aocial
meeting held by the Bethany
Sunday &Axial Claes of the First
Baptist Church on Monday, Ap0tite
ril 13, at seven o'clock in the
evening.
Mrs. Edgar Shirley was the
guest devotional weaker and
used as bee' subject, "More Precious Than Silver and Gold"
with her scripture reading from
the third chapter at Ads.
The wester mid to make this
life it takes a Christi= life,
full life, right to choose own
life, our heritage from our parents, and prayerful life. Mrs.
Shirley gave Daniel, Moses, and
David as eniamplee. She led the
cloning prayers.
Mrs. Shirley was introduced
by the class president, Mrs.
Noel Melugin, who presided at
the meeting. Mrs. IL C. Chiles
led the opening prayer and
Mrs. Charles Mercer, secretary,
read the minutes.
Mrs. Melugin appointed the
nominating committee for 197071 composed of Mrs. Terry Lawrence, chairman, Mrs. John
Keel, and Mrs. Gertie Evens.
a alI
She also gave a report on those
who are ill.
During the social hour refreshments were served by the
hostesses, Mesdames Keel, Leotra Andrus, H. C. Chiles, and
Lottie Jones.
• ••
Barbecue tip
YORK (UPI)
NEW
Marinades and barbecue sauces
for outdoor cooking can range
far afield'from traditional toma•_ . to-based ones.
The;t are two important rules
to remember: dry food well
with paper towels before grilling,
otherwise, it won't brown well.
If the marinade, baste or sauce
contains sugar or any other
Miss Linda Murray
sweetening agent that tends to
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Murray of Summerville, South Carolina, burn easily, baste only during
announce the engagement of their daughter, Linda, to William the last 15 to 30 minutes of
Taft Patterson, son of Mrs. Louise Patterson and ,the late Mr. cooking.
William Taft Patterson, Sr., of New Concord.
Miss Murray is a graduate of Murray State University and
Is presently teaching in Karnak, Illinois.
Mr. Patterson is a graduate of Murray State University and
Is presently teaching at Calloway County High School.
The wedding Is planned for Saturday, June 27. in Summerville, South Carolina. Family and friends are cordially invited to attend.

Murray-Patterson Engagement

f

Ruth Wilson Circle
Meets Wednesday

1

Mrs. John Keel Is
Hostess For Meet
Of Bethany Class

The Memorial Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the church at
7:30 p.m.
•• •
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are in our early 60's
The Nature's Palette Garden
and have had a very happy marriage, but now my doctor
Club will meet at the Communtells me that I have an incurable disease and will soon be a
•••
ity Cater at 1:90 p.m. with
helpless invalid, and I'll probably linger on for years as a
Mrs. Henry Hargis as hostess.
else.
anyone
or
my
husband,
to
no
"
good
"vegetable,
•••
My husband is healthy, handsome, and virile, and I
The Wadeaboro Homemakers
haven't had the heart to tell him the awful news that he is
Club will meet at the home of
tied to a doomed wife who will bring him nothing but misery
Mrs. Clete Young at one p.m
• ••
and anguish for the next few years.,
Thursday, April 16
I love my husband too much to ruin his life this way, and
The Business and Professional
am seriously considering getting a divorce and setting him
Women's Club will have a dinfree to seek new happiness with soaaeone who can be a real
ner meeting at the Murray Wowife- to him .
Mr. and Mrs. George Anthony Taylor
man's Club House at 8:30 pm.
What should I, do, Abby? I would also welcome
C. E. Brandon, Jr., of LouisStudio
(Tubbs
Photo)
Thank
men.
the
from
your readers—especially
suggestions
ville will speak on the 'Flex"I. M. DOOMED"
you, all.
ible School Calendar'
and
pink
of
•• •
Miss Barbara Jean Holsappl guests of nosegays
husband,
in
with
tell
your
DEAR I. M.: Ask your doctoito
became the bride of GebYge An. white carnations accented
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
your presence, what he has told you about your condition.
thony Taylor in a lovely cere sultusio pink and streamers.
of the Eastern Star will
Order
m,,ny solemnized on Saturday. M,ss Teresa Lynn Lawrence meet at the Masonic Hall at
Then don't try to second guess your husband's reactions, or
February 28, at the chapel cf was the brine's flower girl. She 7:30 p.m.
blueprint his future, however well-intentioned. You won't
•••
the Lynn Grove United Metho- wore a floor length gown of
"ruin" your husband's life—you may enrich it. Because,
same material and color of
the
Church,
dist
Department of the
Home
more
to
The
put
want
may
after a long and happy marriage, be
Rev:'Dossie F. Wheatley, past- the other attendants. As the Murray Woman's Club will meet
into that marriage now than be ever has before.
or of the church, officiated at pretty little girl descended the at the club house at two p.m.
Now, ask yourself this: "If your husband were dying,
the impressive double ring cere- aisle, she dropped pink rose pe- Hostesses will be Mesdames Dawould you permit him to divorce you in order that you could
mony at two o'clock in the af- tals from a white basket in the vid Henry, Herman Brunk, Grseek happiness with another man?" I doubt it.
path of the bride.
ternoon.
ins Hendricks, Claude Miller, IL
Maude
Mark Dwayne Taylor, brother D. Langston, and Miss
The bride is the daughter o
DEAR ABBY: Ten years ago, when we were married,
of
as
the
best
Nan"
served
groom,
Mr.
and Mrs. Mason S. Holsa
•• •
we decided to have four children. Thru the years we were
pie of Lynn Grove, and the man. Groomsmen were Ronald
Saturday, April 19
E
and
Rick
p
blessed with three healthy sons, and on sharing in the
Kent
Blankenshi
groom is the son of Mr. and
A country ham and bean supby Mrs. J. B. Wilson.
happiness of dear friends who had adopted an infant, an idea
Mrs. George C. Taylor, 2054 W. Boyle. Ushers were William Nie- per will be held at the South
Mrs. John Fortin, chairman,
HowPaul
and
Gregory
meyer
grew in our minds.
Center, Decatur, lllinois.
MethodPleasant Grove United
presided over the business meetSince it is true that so many babies are born out of
keprowas,of lovely isaiptial ard.
to
eight
v
from 5:80
setareb
• woo- presented by Mae David Timmothy Holsapple,
1porssored by the meow.
wedlock, and the world population is inereaaing so.espidly,."
cousin of the bride, was the
The Ruth Wilson Circle a, iraiumiunanta were served to
and
organist,
Kelso,
Faye
Judy
for
adults
is
Cost
Best.
$1.50
when
world
why should we bring still another child into the
present.
ring bearer and carried the and 75 cents for
Women's Society of Christ- the fifteen members
the
soloWheatley,
F.
Dossie
Mrs.
under
children
•• •
satin heart
there are so many children who desperately need the love
the First United
of
Service
ian
included rings on a white
selections
ist.
Organ
12.
pillow.
and care of a family—truly the right of ALL children?
Methodist Church met Wednes•••
"Mare", "A Time For Us" as the -haped
Shreiner, friend
Connie
Miss
April 8, in the home of
day,
We made an appointment with a licensed adoption
and
"Some
lit,
candles were
the guest
attended
bride,
the
of
Fred Schultz with Mrs.
Mrs.
agency in our state. All we needed was a medical checkup,
where My Love" as the mothers
Joe Ryan Cooper as cohostess.
showing us to be physically fit, three character references
and grandmothers were seated. register.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Reid Hale gave the deMrs. Wheatley sang "0 Perfect
and a letter stating our religion. an this state, the adoptive
mos. Joyce Walls of Hazel
Mrs. Holsapple chose to wear a
votion on "Patterns in Prayer"
Prayer",
Lord's
"The
and
Love"
natural
baby's
the
as
religion
same
the
parents must be
matching
been dismissed from the
has
with
the
subdress
was
knit
Now"
pink
The
"For
the latter as the couple knelt
Mrs. Pauline Speegle was hcsmother.]
pink accessories. Her headpiece
the Call to Prayer and Western Baptist Hospital, Pa
of
ject
.
benediction
wedding
the
before
Arts
of
the
tess for the meeting
We were interviewed both at home ar at the agency and
was a whimsy matching her
Self Denial Program presented ducali.
"Bridal Chorus" from "Lo- dress and she wore a corsage of and Crafts Club on Wednesday,
within two months we had a beautifu., valthy, alert 6
April 8, at two-thirty o'clock it
hengrin" by Wagner was play- five white roses.
months old daughter I
the afternoon at the home of
for the processional and
ed
"natural
think
i
Abby.
on
to
others,
this
pass
Please
Mrs. Tayl3r, mother of the Mrs. Ronald Churchill, Cardinal
March" from "A Mid"Wedding
HAPPY MOTHER
motherhood" is vastly overrated.
summer Night's Dream" by groom, wore a blue knit dress Drive.
Presiding at the meeting was
Mendelssohn was played on the with matching accessories. Five
white roses also made up her Mrs. C. B. Ford in the absence
CONFIDENTIAL TO "FRANKLY FRANK" Keep your
organ for the recessional.
of the president, Mrs. Dewey
The large cer.tered candela- corsage.
lip zipped. Ns one wants an honest opinion of a borse after
Ragsdale, and the vice-presigrandon
Howard,
Minnie
candelabra
Mrs.
spiral
with
bra
he's already bought it.
Mrs. Mayme Randolph.
dent,
&tor
was
bride,
colthe
white
of
two
mother
and
side
either
Mrs. Edgar Morris, acting
umns with baskets of gladioii ed in a pink two piece suit with
What's your problems? You'll feel better it you get it of
Was the lovely setting for the matching accessories. Her head- secretary, read the minutes.
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 59750, Lou Angeles, Cal.
of the vows. The piece was a whimsy matching Articles of needlework were
exchanging
addressed
stamped,
enclose
reply
personal
a
NSW For
was completed with the her suit and her corsage was displayed by the members.
scene
envelope.
A new member, Mrs. Bryar
family pews marked with bu:n- of three white roses.
Mrs. Dora Taylor, grandmo- Tolley, was welcomed.
and clusters
tapers
white
ing
Refreshments were served tt
Hate to write letters? Send $I to Abby, Rix all755. Las
of carnations. The candles w?re ther of the groom, wore a beige
Angeles, Cal. NOM. for Abby's booklet. "How to Write Let- lit by Gregory Paul Howard and and brown knit dress with black the sixteen members by the boa.
patent accessories, and her cor- tess.
ters fee All Occasions."
William Wiemeyer.
•••
sage was of three white roses.
Bride's Dress
Murray
South
meeting of the
The bride entered the sanct
Reception
Homemakers Club held on uary escortedhy her father and
hot
Following the ceremony thc Sauna gets real
Thursday, April 9, at one-thir. was given in marriage by her
their
received
party
Finland (U,P4—
IISOLMI,
ty o'clock in the afternoon.
parents- She chose for her wedd- wedding
The informative lesson on ing a floor length Juliet gown guests at the Murray Woman's Members of a family 'here befor the reception.
came so engrossed in watching a
Witherspoon "Put New Life In Your Bath- of silk organza and peau de Club House
James
Mrs.
of the club house skiing event on television that
door
The
presentably
very
was
room"
was
soie. The empire bodice
opened her home on South
with white wedd- the heating of their sauna went
by Mrs. William Britton.
fashioned with two strands of was decorated
Sixth Street for the regular ed
Mrs. Herold Eversmeyer gave Chantilly lace down the if-wit ing bells with white satin bows. Im unnoticed. After the telea
an interesting report on her of the bodice and in the tiers Inside the fireplace was
vision show they found their
trip to the Kentucky Homema1.- thi, full skirt gown. The full branched candelabra and a sauna house in ashes.
er5 meeting in Lexington and fashioned sheer sleeves were cherub At the end of the room
the tour they made of Berea trimmed at the wrist and the was a table of wedding gifts for
THE SIGN OF A
where a buffet was prepared for
enroute.
er.iipre waistline was defined the bridal couple.
attendants and out of town
GOOD BUSINESS
the
The bride's table was covered
The devotion from Proverbs with a band of peau de sole.
NEIGHBOR ...
31:1-30 was given by N. P. Ca The back of the gown fell soft- with a white bridal cloth caught guests- the buffet dinner the
After
vitt followed by prayer by Mho ly into a full chapel train. The at each corner with clusters of
left for a wedding trip
couple
Cen
carnations.
white
Brent
and
Mrs.
pink
Gibson.
Quinton
floor length veil of silk brida:
Florida. They are now reto
a
large
was
table
the
with
roll
Manning called the
illusion trimmed in individual tering
siding in Decatur, Ill.
each member telling about the Alencon designs, fell gracefully centerpiece of carnations and
Out Of town guests included
of
clusters
with
s
nicest thing an adult ever clic from the Juliet headpiece oi snapdragon
and Mrs. Jim Phillips and
Mr.
in
pink candles
for her as a child.
flowers fashioned from silk or- carnations and
, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
family
The colors are bright—the
silver branched candleabrum at
Delicious refreshments were ganza.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene CarBoyle,
fabric is as soft as new.
served by the hostesses. Also
Nor,
The bride's only jewelry were either side.
Robert
Mrs.
and
Mr.
ter,
That's what Sanitone drypresent were Mrs. James Park a pearl pendant and earrings
Certified MasterDrydroaer
The three tiered wedding fleet, Mr. and Mrs. Larry Taycleaning does_ Call on us
er, Mrs. Christine Rhodes, Mrs. given to her by the groom. Sne rake decorated with pink roses
Taylor
Don
Mrs.
and
Mr.
lor,
E.
L.
Mrs.
and
and see.
S. C • Colson.
carried a bridal cascade of two was topped with a miniature and son, Brad, Mr. and Mrs.
THE SIGN OF
flak.
dozen white roses accented w;th bride and groom statuette. Pins Boyd Taylor and daughter,
•••
A MERCHANT
white bridal net and satin punch, cake, butter mints, and Rhonda, Mr. and Mrs. Edison
strainers.
nuts were served. The appoint Link, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Link,
WHO CARES
Lynn Taylor, ments were of crystal and si:
Kate
Cherry!
Miss
flavor
Mrs. Neal Canter, Mrs.
A dilly
ABOUT PEOPLE ...
isterin-law of the bride, was ver.
Richardson, Mrs. Margie Bayer,
;
with
is
Bridesmaid
good
Dill marinade
aid of honor.
Those assisting in serving and Mrs. Eula Armstrong,
beef, lamb. poultry and fish. ere Miss Alesia Gail Smith of were Miss 'Judy Kelso, Miss
This emblem identifies
Rehearsal Dinner
In a small saucepan combine I Kirksey and Miss Helen Gale Debbie Spalding, Miss Debbie
the civic-minded
A rehearsal dinner was given
ed 'arrett of Murray.
(10- 1/2-ounce) can of eonden,
businessmen who sponsor
Hicks, and Miss Charlotte Bell oy the groom's parents, Mr. and
beef broth "oath 1/2 cup of Their floor length pink moire
The guest register was Iola Mrs. George C. Taylor, in the
white sinegar. 1/-t cup of alad owns were of Juliet motif with by Miss Connie Shreffler. The Red Room of the Holiday Inn
oil, 2 tablespoons of dill seed. hort puffed sleeves and bowed guest table was covered with a m Friday evening preceding the
odaig on Saturday.
1 tablespoon of instant nisi/gra! in the back. Their headpieces white bridal cloth and held a
and were matching moire boys cherub with an arrangement of
union, 2 teaspoons Of
The tables were u-shaped. A
The
in the community
pink and white carnations set buffet dinner wai served and
1/1 teaspoon of roarse groend caught with pink illusion.
aid of henor's headpiece was to the side of the guest book the bridal couple. presented
Bring to IS uI
'black liepper.
fashioned with a long veil and
After receiving the guests their attendants with moment°
It educe licat and simnel..
Laundry-Cleaners
605 Ma in
he bridesmaids were short the bridal couple opened (hair gifts.
us "red (is
length They wore white gloves Many lovely wedding gifts. They
guests attended
lghou
Toentadive
Make',
before
ell
is
191-23711
and matching silver Shoes.
Phone
then 101 for the --bridea-heme
-Caner.
. •:
2 ups.'
'the attendants carried boo
tlf
m —
DEAR WONDERING: In his purse, silly!
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Black Power
Lectures Are
• Set At MSU

From Miepower

From a humble beginning, Kentucky's boOkmobile
service has progressed front a fleet of mules to a fleet
A week-long lecture series
of trucks unrivaled by any other state in the Union.
"black power" has been announ
The Kentucky Department of Libraries has 105
ed by Students for Total Equali
bookmobiles on highway dirt roads, and in some
at Murray (Steam), a predom
cases creek beds, daily serxriog the people of the Comntly-black campus organization
monwealth. In many cases, bkmobile circulation is
Murray State University.
greater than the county library from which it
Scheduled for April 21 thro
operates.
25, the series will bring to
campus 10 outstanding black 1
KENTUCKY'S FIRST BOOKMOBILE
ers, teachers and activists, ac
..IDIcWnt trasseportation for the 30's
orcling to Bernard Dishman, th
general chairman and presides
of STEAM.
The series, Dishman said,
be known as "Umojo," an Aid
an term denoting black unity,
will be the first such program
presented on a Kentucky colleg
campus.
It is being financed through
$700 grant from the university
and contributions from iixtividuaIs and business firms, Dishman
noted,
Opening the series in the Unie-'
ersity Auditorium at ilp.M.APra'
21 wM -W
Charles V. Hamilton, a professor of political science at
Columbia University, New York,
1*70
1940
and the author of a book entitled
.. Kentucky's bookmobile fleet largest in nation
. . Old funeral hearse served comisaity
"Black Power." and Mingo Scott,
Tennessee A & I historian aod
political science professor from Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Chmote a conducive atmosphere each, and individual session tickNashville.
$18.75 is a pretty
arles Billings, Department of for the understanding of this ets are priced at 50 cents each.
Although the order of their Education, University of Kentuccontroversial term of 'blamost
good deal
appearances has not yet been ky, and an advisor to the Black
-Location site
ck power."
announced, the other speakers Student Union at UK,
as25 gift.
,
-,-i
:Tor
(UPI)
HOLLYWOOD
"We hope, through these.reexpected to participate in the sex'•
Preston Ewing,a black commu- presentatives of many facets of Vacaville, Calif., will be *
ies, according to Dishman,a sea- nity leader at Cairo, Ill.; Dr.
the black movement in America, location site of "The
ior sociology and speech major P. C. Brooks, a liopkinsville
to foster a better understanding All- American Boy," starring
from Lexington, include:
physician; Jimmy Baxter, presi- among the listening audiences of John Voight in the title role.
Rey. S. R. Wright, former dent of the student body at the
`black power' so the facrthat it
president of the Cincinnati chap- University of Tennessee.
***
Is a part of Ale American main- The tops
ter of the National Association
Dr. Pehlke Onwauchi, profess- stream of life will be accepted
HOLLYWOOD (1.1P1) — Sir
for the Advancement of Colored or of political science at Fisk
"
more readily:
Laurence Olivier, Sir John
People and currently chairman University, Nashville; and Jam
of the Black Methodist Church A. Crumb, a Louisville attorTickets 41,11, be entire series Gielgud and Christopher
Take stock in America
Renewal program.
on sale in the Waterfleld Plummer will tap - the high
are
ney.
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds
Rev. Otis Moss, Cinrinnati,
Union Building on the powered east of "Give Us Free"
Student
"The basic purpose of, Umor
a former associate of the late io." Dishman said, "is to pro- Murray State campus at $2.00 for producer Michael H. duPont,.

REGULAR $1.00
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WEISVME THE RIGHT

DJLGAOAUIN Tr

11141iT QUANTITIES

COPPERTONE

NESTEA

TAN

100% Pure Tea
3-oz. jar - REG. $1.59

SUNTAN

JANITOR IN A DRUM

LOTION

Quart Size
REG. $1.111

Reg $1 75

Sale 98C

PRO
TUFTED TOOTHBRUSH

S
SALE!

109

Lose Pounds / Reduce Inches

SALE!

Start the remarkable FIGURE-A10 Slimming
Plan today It's the modern way to slim
Here is an up-to-the minute concept to help
you she'd those extra Pounds, get rid of
all without fad or
thi:Ae extra niches
crash dieting. without
harmful drugs and without
strenuous exercise

29

Reg. 69t

NEW!

POND'S

Dreaqlower PLASTIC PACKAGE

TALC

-

with Body Deodorant SALE38c
6 01Reg. 75e

SALE!
/kw* 4.•.7

L.

2/25c

Reg.
'2.98
SALE

D-CON

Family size

O

Reg. 9.05

SALE!

GOLF BALLS

by Faultless. The remarkable new longdistance Golf Ball that defies abuse!

Figure
(:
dr,

REG. Bit ea.

BRECK BASIC
CONDITIONER
First Texturizer for Hair!

BRECK

`Basic

The

Reg.'2.25
SALE!

$1 24

8:30 a.m. to 5:.15 p.m.

•vifZeeid

TOOTHPASTE
Reg a mint

LEE TREVINA

$188

CREST

READY MIX & PELLETS

1-Lb. Sex

Come on over to the slim side Get
fiGURt AiD Slimming Plan Capsules at
Your druggist today You'll enjoy
syri
mating tic scene

No Starvation Diets
No Harmful Drugs
No Strenous Exercise
- 42 Capsules -

SIZE

Reg. 254 each

Today is the day to start Then. let your
mirror show you the eacihng results ..
a lovelier. slimmer, more attractive
fig

One
capsule
before me:Is
helps control
appetite—
supplies
important
vitamins
xis

FLASHLIGHT BATTERIES

•SALE!

SALE!

on't be Fat

vii

Medium and Hard

Reg '1.69

Regular, Hard-to-Hold
and Unscented
13-0z.

Come On Orm—kein The "Slim Set"

••-•

I'

by HELENE CURTIS
REG. 911*

JANITOR
IN A DRUM

4-oz. bottle

don barn

C

Olt

Sale

SAVE

Murray

INSTANT

1.11SHLIGHT
BATT E RT

ARRID Extra Dry

by LADY ELLEN
K5-54
King Size -

Open Friday Night 'Til 8:00

AST SIDE OF THE SQUARE

TIge and Mil, a pair of steers eimmad by Itels Ounean, as they appeared In 1937. This
photo was found reports and brought In by Silly Joe Kingins of New Concord. Mr. Duncan
Is at the extreme right and to his right is Oren Simmons. The big sheers were brae.*
Into Murray for the fourth Monday observance In 1W. They weighed 3660 pounds after. pea
Mg 24 haws without water. Notice the two signs in the beekoround.

KLIPPIES

STOP, SHOP,

8:30 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.

a

In one half of the plant, in the
all humans have been struck other half, the Boeing Co. was
the
but
rays
deadly
down by
turning out the first stages of
machines keep working untend- Saturn 5s.
ed.
Chrysler's assembly
Now
Near the height of America's
thrust toward the moon, in July lines are closed down. Boeing
of 1965, Michoud was the workers are putting the finishlargest single employer in the ing touches on the last Saturn 5
Crescent City with a work force stage. The work force is dovni
to 3,387 and will drop to 2,000
of 12,000.
NEW ORLEANS (UPI).- A
Corp. was busy by mid-1971.
ride through the almost shut Chrysler
stages of the
The feeling of unreality is
down Michoud rocket assembly building the first
forerunners of especially strong in the Chrysrockets,
1
Saturn
of
feeling
eerie
the
leaves
plant
moon launcher, ler half of the plant.
a science-fiction film in which the big Saturn 5

Large Plant In
New Orleans
to Horsepower Now Closed Down

•
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AST SIDE OF THE SQUARE

Murray

•

t

Open Friday Night "Til 8:00
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

STOP,A SHOP,
AND
SAVE

APRIL 15, 1970
plant. In the
Co, was
st stages of
's assembly
down. /toeing
the finishlast Saturn 5
force Is down
drop to 2,000

J
:

reality Is
In the Ctrys.
t,
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JIM ADAMS I G A

Northside
Shopping
, Center

*

Northside
5—
Center

PR ICE S GOOD THROUGH TUESDAY APR IL 21 *

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

*:*

FIRST IN FINE MEATS
FRESH, LE AN

PORK ROAST

QUARTER

c
69
HAM
CED
SLI
PORK STEAK
BOSTON BUTT
BAR B Q CHICKEN ..39c
LB.

STORE COOKED

3

3C

FoR S1
KS
I
1O
STEA
AGN
CKW
CHU
BACON
MATCHLESS

lit

52.
HUNTS-

PORK & BEANS
KARO
FIG BARS
DOG FOOD TONY

17'
37c
49,
3/29c

PEACHES

VAN CAMP 300 CAN
PINT

SYRUP RED LABEL

M.This
Mr. Duman
brought
after go.

1 LB. CAN

IGA FROZEN

NO. 2'h CAN

CORN

STRA.WBERRIES SALMON
..4•

C 1
39

TIALL CAN

46 OZ. CAN

LB. CAN

IGA

,

BUSH CHOPPED

SUNSHINE

49c
2/59'

Twin Bog

' 19C
5 LB. BAG

3

DETERGENT

CHEER

JUST LOW PRICES !

V Ar

2/45

MEAL

29

NO GAMES
NO STAMPS
NO SY° FORCED PURCHASES

Ao

19'

MARTHA WHITE

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

FEE
COF
_ 1

1 Lb. Loaf

QUART No-Return Bottle

TOMATO JUICE

69c 4789c 1

IGA

IGA PKG. OF 8

IGA

IGA

N1BLETS YELLOW

PINK

HAMBURGER BUNS
BREAD
POTATO CHIPS
PEPSI
IGA

4/89c

2 LB. PKG.

IGA

1 Lb. Pkg.

LB.

LB.

LB.

GIANT SIZE

69c.

IGA

IGA

ES

APPLESAUCE

oo

NO. 303 CAN

235c

CRACKERS

KRAUT

lic
303 CAN

1

E

1 LB. BOX

•

IcesERG

HOP,

SOFT DRINK
12 OZ. CAN

OCV
9

SHOWBOAT

NS
BEA
&
K
POR
D
Y
FOO
BAB
CRISCO
9c
c
9c
74 BA S.
POTATOES
GRAPES
LETTUCE
c
c
c
c
19
19 2 25_
'

•••••-

LARGE HEAD

300 CAN

STRAINED

3 LB. CAN

-4

33c 80z.cAN6/49c

GERBER'S

SHORTENING

.68

BISCUITS

,

SWEET

RIPE.

LB.

RED

LB.10

LB.

Store OPEN 24 Hours Kt -- CLOSED- SUNDAY
11 member.. At JIM ADAMS la It's the total on the tape that counts!
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Southern States Industrial Council
working if the taxpayers will
IS PUBLIC WiLFARS
provide them with food, housA 'RIGHT'?
We/fare careerists — the ing and their other wants. The
dimes who live at the expense current pouplar song about the
of iblipaying rjoh7t1,s—tbild me- "Welfare Cadillac" deals with
w for rejoicing in March when a reality—the individual who
a majority of the U. S. Sussreme lives at the expense of other
Court decided that welfare re- people.
eipsents may not be cut off the TheSupreme Court's ruling
Belief rolls without a bearing. Is a marvelous present for the
The 3 to 3 decision meains welfare chiselers who are trathat the court bolds welfare to
be an absolute right of those gically numerous in our society.
who say they are in need. Un- In the past, alert agencies could
der the terms of the decision, cut these types off the welfare
Weitere recipients don't have rolls gam they were detected.
"POP" PAYS OFF.. the bottles, that is, and here Dee Hudprove their a/LAW-inn The Now lite public agenciee will
son is reunited-with her fiance, Army Sgt.--Mark-HattnamEvening Star, in beele-W go to court to get rid
Washington
Honolulu. Miss Hudson, a sophomore at Ohio Dominican
court decision of parasites. This will be an enthe
analysing
College in Columbus, collected 15,300 soft drink bottles ton'
"Under this philosophy, ormously costly and time-consaid:
finance her trip. Hannan is on "Rand R."
FOUR FACES of hippie cult leader Charles Mansion appeared in court in Los Angeles,
public eseistance is an absolute suming process. The likelihood
Is
along
that
with these others, leading to the April 20 trial date in what is known as the Tate- .
many
cited
sad
is,
In
states
right of the destitute- It
LaBianca murder case the butchery of actress Sharon Tate and six other persons. The
effect, the property of the im- will have to give up, as a pracInvolvement came when Susan Denise Atkins told her tale to Shelly Nadell in a California
poviesished—property that can- Uoal matter, attempts to clean
jail, and Shelly told authorities. The "Manson Family," the gruesome hippie cult was called
not be denied without due pro- the leeches off the welfare rolls
With federally-emenoeci 0E0
of law."
Once again, therefore, the Su- lawyers to help them, welfare
clown six-tenths of one percent, relatives and other sources, shpreme Court has exceeded its chiselers will be virtually improper limits. Nothing in the mune unless the Supreme
Loans from other sottrces, such ow an average Utterest rate of 8
history of welfare legislation in Court's ruling is negated by
as private individuals, friends, percent.
Posthis country suggeets that Con- itive mingressional action. Actgress or the taxpayers consider ing along this line is imperatwelfare an absolute right or the ive, of course. The Congress has
property of impoverished.
a responsibility to taxpaying.
Justice Black, joined by Jus- productiveocitizens to establish
tice Stewart and Chief Justice by statuory law that a public
cent, the average interest rate
For the first time in mgr on loans from finance companies
Burger, came much nearer to handout is not a right.
than 30 months the average nat- Is shown at 6 percent.
the mark when he wrote that
ional bank rate of interest paid The lowest interest rate secuwelfare is a "gratuity" from Even more then mat is
neolved,
wever.
The
Supreme by independent businessmen has
the affluent to the destitute. In
red on small business loans is
KENTUCKY, IS NOW CONTRACTING FOR •
plain language, welfare is a rourt's decision in effect de- taken a drop.
from insurance companies
still
crees
-that
the United States is
handout. And Americans, as a
with the national average rate
POPCORN ACREAGE, EAR BASIS
whole, certainly &Ion believe a we/fare state—a country in
the data from 11,888 March showing up at 6 percent,followed
that a handout is an absolute which a lazy individual is enJoin the fastest growing, most progressive processor in
titled to public support even respondents to the continuous by the Small Business Adminisright.
of the National Fed- tration at 6,2 percent. On loans
survey
field
though
he
declines
this
to
area. We guarantee to get your wagons and trucks
take
work
The American people aren't
eration of Independent Business from manufacturers the average
d he .ed. Time id
in that is offered to him.
unloaded
faster and more efficiently.
percent,
shows the national average rate rate is shown at 8.4
they have demonstrated their
The notion of a welfare state
down
percent,
8.4
to
dropped
With over 20 years experience in the Pnicorn business,
sincere concern for people who has been a long time germinatare poor and who need assist- ing. Now it has been carried from 8.5 percent in February. They quit
we are prepared to work with you to your advantage.
does
States
Pacific
in
the
Only
P2
ance. Cities, counties, states, to the ultimate exreene, to the
FRI\NARYD, SwedengeTet
Come in to see us soon — or call.
WI
the federal government — plus doctrine that welfare is an ab- the trend seem to be contrary to —Officials report the
In these
experience.
national
the
countless
private
agencies,
solute right. The court's ruling
health of the Knee_ ,of this
IN PRIEF—Using his hands to simulate flight, Apollo 13 Comgroups and organizations—pro- in all likelihood will be follow- states the average interest rate south-Kwedish town has improvmand Module pilot Thomas K. Mattingly, at Cape Kennedy.
smallto
percent
9.4
as
shown
Is
vide aid to genuinely needy ed up by a decision saying that
ed by about 15 per cent since
briefs his replacement, John L Swittert on maneuvers
pnople. But public and private every welfare recipient is en- er firms, up one-tenth of one all the 3,000 inhabitants twhich
February
charity islet a right. Moreover, titled to legal counsel at tax- percent over
smoking last November.
101 East Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
what about the unemployed payer expense in order to de- also showed a similar advance mass habit-kicking was the reTelephone 502-753-1722
people who aren't willing to fend a welfare claim,
over January. The biggest factor sult of a campaign by the Stockwork, who dessre to feed from
Is the advance of California bank holm
afternoon
newspaper
is no woestee that Chloe naies to 9.5 percent.
the public trough? That's where
A ftonbledet
welthe
termed
Burger
JUstice
the
welfare
problem
arises.
-1411 OLIVE BOULEVARD
As every cemmunity knows, fare "right" ruling an "unwise
Only one other section shows
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
theoe is an element of people and precipitous constitutional a differential from the national
who seek a life of dependence holding." The decision is a vio- average. In the East
Truly Fine Cleaning * Phone 753-3552
North Cenand who have no intention of lation of the property rights of tral
states, the average is show
the working American who is
required to contribute a por- as 8 percent, up one-tenth from
tion of his earnings to those February, but even with the Janwho have no inclination to work. uary rates,
The biggest decline is in the
This is involuntary servitude
for tsvpsyers—e condition of New England states where the
life that the U. S. Constitution average rate dropped from 8.6
percent to 8.3 percent. In Janspecifically forbids.
uary the average rate Was 8.7
In their determination to ex- percent.
tend the handout society, the
This data was secured beforid
majority of the Supreme Court banks announced a drop in their
is prepared to deny some of prime rate, and also reflects
the property rights of men and the average rate paid on
loans
women who get up every work sectired =ice October
1st oflast
day and go to their jobs. The
year.
welfare "right" decision thus
However, because for 25 straiis one of the most unjust rulings to be handed down by the ght months the average interest
Supreme Court in many years. rate showed an increase, it is
assumed by Federation researchers that the current drop indiclong Kong tourism up
ates interest rates are softening
111)M', Kt IN(; P1)-The(Ulid- instead of increasing. What effect
ante of tourism in Hong Kong in
the dropping of the prime rate
January was up
per rent over
will have on future rates is a
January., 1969, the Wing Kong
matter of uncertainty,as smaller
Tourist Association sass, \early
operations do not qualify for the
20,000• Japan--. the largest
banks' choice rate.
number of Japanese' tourists to
The lowest bank interest rate
visit. Hong King in one month is reported" by Kentucky businessAped push January's tourist
men with an average of 6.5 per'Ylflume to a record high Of
cent. The highest is reported
&;7.909.
from Utah with 9.6 percent.
However, those who borrowed
from finance companies report a
wide range of thterest rates. Whi1e the national average on interest rates from this source,in March, stands at 11.7 percent, up
almost one and one-half points
from the previous month of 10.3
percent; there is no uniformity.
The highest interest rates paid
by small business to finance companies is in the mid-Atlantic states, where the average rate is 13.9
pulled AD by Pennsylvania where
the average rate is shown as 21.7
percent, although the average
bank rate in this state is shown
as among the lowest in the nation,
at 7.6 percent.
MP% Daum* paiyase•e-M% Awe*
In New York, loans from banks
faria owl SO% lase C Pelvises,MP% mos bleeds the sever Need
carry an average 8.4 percent
bealise. Cirtfed sad tomorffod
interest and those from finance
Solt* *ids
wlift toporiol
companies 9 percent.
ud &mks lo sone Moo, gold,
In the South Atlantic states
Mock awry 0114 hews. Star 6 to
the rate for loans from finance
• Mos. TM
elms shows a drop of less than
to
9.8
perpercent, from 11.7
cent, bringing them 1-½ percent
above the average bank interest
K,hn
DEAD Wart
r ateInterior Dep.',tRient
However, in Virginia, which is
management agent, tn.id
located in this group of states,
(lead (hock
the average bank interest rate is
A vol.trii (it oil
shown at 8.1 percent, while the
mistrial wist.vn avoid P,
average interest to a finance
lift ffilInti 47 (1(..1A1 .,Ito k,
company is shown as 8.6 percent,
,
,ii
in
tto.
.11#,
,
two days
In North( erolini,thedatashce
tro of ponds iiseti to •-•;,,,
that money is less expenStie
indostrtat waste proini:•-•••[
from finance companies than
..
1,111 lip streanietsto
SYCAMORE
. MAYFIELD - W2 S. 6th nIREET
nom banks. While the average
tiDIOAY - Itth &
ftight...ft • Ma*,
Telephone 247 6441
Telephone70-7101
bank rate is shows at 8.2 per.

COLLEGE CLEANERS

in

Dinner Include 3 pieces Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes, Gravy, Cole Slaw
and 2 Hot Rolls.
WE SERVE ONLY US GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
USDA GRADE A CHICKENS

tatitelui fried Chicken

APRIL 15, 1970
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FOOD STAMPS FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENer
.

HI-C

DEL MONTE FRUIT

-COCKT I
terest rate of 8

BY PIECE

LIBERTY SLICED

GRAPE &OR ANGE
I

LB.

46 OZ. CANS

Can

POREX

flu
NWI
MAN
CH
49

CAN

2 RB:,..,49 TUNA
TOWELS RN

CO

_
TEENIE WEENIE
W. KERNEL OR
GOLDEN
CREAM STYLE

SKINLESS

3 6,,cato,.. sl FRANKS

SOLIDS

F.'S
BWEIIN

,
Bottle
Carton

SUGAR CURED SMOKED

LB. BAG

24 OZ. LOAF310

C

DRESSING
QT. JAR
GARDEN DELIGHT
MIXED VEGETABLES
CUT CORN
GREEN PEA
CUT BEAN

RUMP

303 CANS

IREET

, •

20 OZ. BAG

ZS.S1
AN
C°
5

LB.

ORANGE

59t cARR I TS

TISSUE

LIBERTY COUPON
,GODCHAUX 5 LB. BAG 39c
SUGAR 10 LB. BAG 99c
With Coupon & 5.00 Additional
- - Pur. Tobacco & Dairy Products
E

29

1.09

ROAST
LB.

U.S. PRIME
L.41.

ES S
PKG. OF 2

ICEBERG

9C

JUMBO HEAD

EA. 1
GOLDEN

LB. BAG 10

a

NEW CROP
GREEN CRISP
HE AD

L C

1a

_

LB 10

La.

7C

',

ROLLS

'
a
50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50
With This Coupon And
10 Lb. Bog RED POTATOES

LIBERTY COUPON
50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50
With This Coupon And $5.00
.
Or MoriPurchase

NICE THICK LB.

PET RITZ

I,
WAL DORF

LB. 490

C
LB. 49

11.00 TIP

CELLO

24 OZ. BOTTLE

FRESH
SLICED

FRESH GROUND

S1
6 OZ. CANS

63c LETTlicE

CRISCO

II.

ROASTT

FOR

12 OZ. CAN ,

LB.

SIRLOIN

ADAMS FROZEN

ARMOUR

ARMOUR VIE"

S. PRIME

BEEF LIVER
FAT BACK

OUND STEAK

S

MISS WIS.

390

ROLL

SALAD

•

HE
TE
IEC
BY
P

9c HA BURGER

MISS LIBERTY

45C BREAD

FRESH

FIRST CUT

MARTHA WHITE

La. BAG

49C
LB. 79C

Le.

LB. 59c
LB. 59c
THIGHS
LB. 59c
LEGS
,
29c
LB.
y
WINGS
15c
LB.
B IAVCEKRS &L NECKS
L
FRESH
FRESH
LB. 39c
LB. 89c

LB.

TALL CAN

MARTHA WHITE

Y
N
COU
STYLETR

SAUSAGE
PORK CUTLETS

PORK

3 1%C.Oriz. 1 Atmo
„ u650 JOWLS

FLOUR
5L
MEALAc
MI

LB.

FRESH SLICED

CHIEF BRAND

HORMEL

RINDLESS

STEAK
69c
u.
i
As
Ro
CHUCK

LBS.

SOFT
PLUS DEP.

12 OZ. PKG.

JOHNSON
SLICED

BREASTCHICKEN PARTS

OLEO
5

ALL BRANDS

R NKS
CHILI

YELLOW

9

303
CANS

LB.

MORTON

.
BAcON

14/2 OZ.

DEL MONTE

C

35t lip IRK LOINLB I9C MEAT PIES 5/$1

NZ.
5A0
10

SHOWBOAT

SCOTT

LB.

ENDS & CENTERS

HUNT

GAL. JUG

79t BOLOGNA F,ER 3
TENDER SMOKED
WHOLE
OR
SHANK HALF

(Limit 4)
LIQUID BLEACH

u.

WHOLE LB.

sESHUNTS-MALI/E
ONLY
No. Zi S

rirzi
.ss
yr-0U. 4

er sources, sh-

COUNTRYi

SKILLET
S. INSPECTED

BAG

DRINKS 3

303-C1:141

Cr

LB.

WITH COUPON

_
‘ t:

TO LIMIT.

GODCHAUX
10 Le. 99c

Angeles,
the Tatersons. The
California
as called
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Kentucky tuition charges
to go up $50-$60 this fall
FRANKFORT (UPI): As
the Boy Scouts say — be
prepared—because tuition
rates at state-supported colleges and universities are
going up next fall for all
students.
A $50-$60 increatse for
out-of-state students was
approved last November. A
further hike for resident
students, reportedly in the
neighborhood of $50 a
year, probably will be approved at the Council on
Public Higher Education's
Friday meeUog in Louisville.
THE COUNCIL appointed a three-member committee, headed by its chairman_ William -It- Abell. of
Louisville, to look into the
possibility of a hike.
Abell said he didial want
to comment on what an
increase might be before
the committee decides.
But ten other council
member, who wished to remath unidentified, said,
enamtittetr.--nt 'my
opinion, will recommend a
$50 increase."

Community College. will'
begin holding classes this
fall.
OU'T-OF-STATE rat e s
will increase from $740 to
$800 at the regionals and
Kentucky State, and will be
the same for NKSC. At the
University of Kentucky the
boost will be from $980 to
$1030.
The increases, if approved will all go into effect this fall, except institutions which have the option
of putting the out-of-state
boosts into effect for summer school if their governing boards so choose.
The rates at the regionals and KSC are actually
$240 a year. But in June
1968, the council approved
additional permissive fees
of $12 a semester for unitty centers.
MOST INSTITUTIONS,
however, have only taken
two 610 boosts, resulting in
an effective tuition rate of
$260 per year.
Tuition at the University
of Louisville, which officially enters the state system July 1. is presently

$1050 for in-state and $1300
for out-of-state students .ner
sear
Indications are U. of L.
officials may seek a higher
increase than the other
schools because of a bleak
financial picture even with
more state aid.
THE ;SO increase would
result in at least an additional $3 million being
made available to the
schools in each of the next
two fiscal years. The legislature appropriated $228.5
million to the eight schools
for the next biennium.
They had requested about
$310 million.
Eastern Kentucky University President Robert R.
Martin said the additional
income would enable the
granting of a modest costof-living increase to faculty
members and other employes of the university.
Without it, he said, this
will not be possible.
, He added the additional
fUnds will also be utilized
for maintenance costs of
new buiTtiiriiii ind—to upgrade the library program
of Eastern.
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For barbecued ham
Apple-nut glaze can be used
for barbecued ham or to spoon
or brush over a barn during the
last 30 minutes of baking. Combine in a 'saucepan 1 cup of
canned apple sauce, 1/4 cup
each of brown sugar and sherry,
1 tablespoon of vinegar and 1/2
cup of finely chopped walnuts
or pecans. Bring to boil and
simmer 10 minutes. Makes I1/2 cups.

BURLINGTON, VT.
(UPI): A University of Vermont Extension Service nutritionist has come up with
a way to solve cooking-forone blues.
''Cooking for a large
family drains your budget
and your . energy," says
Aline Coffey. "But if you

live alone, you may find
that either you aren't fixing many of the foods you
enjoy or there's always too
much left over."
As a solution, she proposes preparing your own frozen dinners. In short, cook a
if
as
meal
good-sized
friends or relatives were
visiting; then dole out sev-

eral servings in separate
foil trays, mark and freeze.
For example, roast a
good-sized piece of meat.
Make some gravy and
mashed potatoes, as well as
vegetable
favorite
your
with seasoning.
Put a serving of each
food into the sectioned
tray, cover the tray with

foil, label and freeze. To
serve, leave the foil on
while cooking at 425 degrees F. for about 20 mtriutes.
"The frozen dinners will
give you variety in your
meals and save you work,"
she says, noting meat freezes better with gravy on it.
"And you'll always be
prepared for an unexpected
guest Or two. It's just as
easy to heat three dinners
as one"
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DURING THE recent
General Assembly session,
date Sen. Ronano Mazzoli
met with the council and
said he wanted to introduce.
legislation ihereasing --the
rate by $100.
However, Murray State
University president Dr.
Harry M. Sparks exp,eased
opposition to such an increase, Mid said an increase
similar to the 0i/44H-state
one would be more in order.
"I think they may feel
you shouldn't raise it more
than you raise out-of-state."
Abell said of the council's
likely action..

•

prints and original paintings of
Rediscovering Kentucky Artists the three guest lecturers were
At The Natural Bridge Retreat exhibited in the lobby alongside
By Helen Price Stacy
paintings of artists from many
cities in Kentucky.
SLADE, Ky. — "I've heard
Park Manager Ralph Gibson
A $56 BOOST for in-state of artist retreats and gatherings said "I've never seen people
students would raise tuition of artists, but I've never heard enjoy themselves more. It is
at the University of Ken- of a state-sponsored artists retucky and the 14 communi- treat. I hope this is just the be- one of the happiest crowds..:'
There was reason behind the
ty colleges to $330 a year.
ginning..." so said artist Joseph obvious tranquility. The word
A similar hike in the
four regional universities. Pets° of Lexington at the be- "protest" was never mentioned.
—Eastern, Western, More- ginning of his Saturday night lec- But the message was there—
head and Murray—Ken- ture during the recent Artists eloquently stated in the art. No
tucky State College and the Retreat at Natural Bridge State group is more aware of Nature'
new Northern Kentucky Park.
and her offerings thanserUata
State C oil eg e. would , 'The event was a singular alto- of our world,
amount to a new rate of cets. Some 50 artists took in the
Friday's audience heard Gene
$310 per year.
retreat and as many as 200 filled Gray, also of Lexington, recount
The new Northern Ken- the dining room in Hemlock Lod- his experiences in the Florida
tucky College, which will ge to hear Petro, Gene Gray and
near Ocala where he
operate the facilities of the Charles Crume. Multiple original swamplands
was doing research on the bald
former North Kentucky
eagle before painting the eagle
for Morehead State University.
Gray's painting for Mal and
a limited number of prints will
be in great demand upon completion, In replying to a question
on marketing art, asked at one
of the sessions, Gray said the artist should prepare himself first
so he will be ready when he preseats his art.
Charles Crume, Jr., naturallst-artist who is studying for degrees in mass media and art
at Western Kentucky University
advised the artist to then "get
a little conceited, pack up ybur
paintings and take them to a
gallery."
Crume gave a slide lecture
showing Nature's multi-sided
personality even its world of poisonous snakes and spiders, but
directed nature lovers and artists to use the wooded,wild regions
No, it's note modern dance It's a horse- freely. "Your chances of getting
GIDDYAP
back ride through the english countryside in the Lini., hurt in the shortest automobile
ride are much greater than even
Theater comedy, "Torn Jones". Sam Simmons and ShaAin
seeing a copperhead, black widow
lieldrIdge are the players, but the tient!, playg-'.r will have
or brown recluse, let alone gettP. imagine the horses. The play opens Friday night at Westing a bite from one."
in Hall In Paris, Tennessee.
The weekend retreat held man)
surprises. An important one was
the discovery that Petro Is much
more than a painter bf thoroughbreds. HO showed Such outstanding paintings as his child ant
grandfather, and the butcher,
done for magazine illustrations.
-Tarn Jones," British comedy Dianne McSwein as Harriet
Gray took home a small work
based on the novel by Harry Fitzpatrick, C. B. Hayes u Mr. of art to the pearl beauty of a
Fielding, written by David Fitzpatrick, Ruth Moreland as large mussel shell, given him
Rogers, and directed by David Mrs. Whitefield, Betty Mc- by Larry Meadows, director of
Cooper, will be presented by the Cutcheon as Susan, Jerry Gittinet Red River Historical Museum
Paris-Henry County Little as Lady Bellaston, Nancy at Clay City. Meadows had drillTheater Friday and Saturday, Goodman as Nancy, and Don sculpted on the shell an eagle in
April 17 and 11 at the Weston Mattingly as the Constable. Gary relief.
Morris, Torn Moreland and Betsy
Meadows' mother, Mrs. Nellie
Hall auditorium in Paris
Wilcox will play the servants.
Meadows who Is known for her
23
employs
some
cast
The
"With only one week to go until wildflowei prints, coordinated
people with speaking parts and performance, I am pleased with
the artists retreat through the
servants.
-speaking
non
three
the progress of rehearsals," said cooperation with James Host,
the
play
will
Sharon Holdridge
Cooper. "I am looking forward to commissioner of Parks and his
female lead role of Sophia presenting a great show to the staff.
Western, and Sam Simmons will theater goers M Paris. During
'gay the title role.
every rehearsal I find several
The remaining members of the new comical lines and the old
rar pickle liquid
cast: Bill Williams as Partridge, laugh lines seem to be even
Bridget ftmnier."
as
Taylor
Susan
'N eV( pickle liquid is the
Allworthy, Frazier Cravens as The admission is $2 for adults Lass'. for SNIN:1111)4 sweet and sour
Squire Altworthy, Nelda Sanders and $1 for students. Persons marinade for warood ut poolas Deborah, Jean Davie as Jenny holding season membership In- It also makes a good
aaJane*,.-Gerdon Silvey as Casplain Dckets will have their last chance ing for salads or cooked mixed
Blifil,
a
stage
live
performance
Fee
Mr.
to
Mil, Jerry Joyner us
vegetables, served hot or at room
Jerry Taylor as Thwackurn, Don for this season.
liquiwraturr. In a small howl,
Featured at the perfornUMet
Mattingly as Square, Tan
at mix fl tablespoons of liquid fawn
works
the
ai
eeubit
an
be
will
Goodman as Mr. Western,
'acct pi, kle.. lit cup of lolled
Margaret Bucy as Miss Western, artist Betty Sue Harper from
. I tca•p,H di Id liarlari ley
Joe
r,
Sue Allen as Honc1/4-te•atp,14 I/I Of PPP IP 111 pp%
wling,
McGinley as Justice
.411.
11..1.1111016
Hamer ..An as the Docto. Steve
NIAloo., 1/3
Wilson as the Kighwa. nen,
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WELA.,`volY DID VDU TAKE THE
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Washington
Window
By STEWART HENSLEY
UPI Diplomatic Reporter
WASHINGTON (UPI) — As
the United States and Russia
resume their grim dialogue on
nuclear disarmament, each side
professes to be negotiating in
"good faith." But neither has
expressed any optimism concerning the outcome.
The objective of the Strategic
Arms Limitation Talks (SALT),
opening Thursday in Vienna, Is
an agreement to limit and
possibly reduce the awesome
arsenals of nuclear weapons.
Mutual suspicion and basic
political conflicts at various
points Ironed the world are the
major
bars to such an
agreement.
•
A Common Desire
On the positive side, however,
Moscow and Washington have
been drawn to the conference
table by a common desire to
lessen the possibility of even.
tual annihilation. Short of this,
there is also a pressing need in
both countries -le- halt the
fantastically costly arms race
In order to finance urgently
needed domestic programs.
President Nixon naturally has
not disclosed the negotiating
Instructions he gave Gerard C.
Smith, director of the U.S.
DisarArms Control and
mament Agency who heads the
American delegation to the
SALT talks.
.
All the evidence here, hovmver, is that the United States
will follow a very cautious
approach, attempting to deal
with individual parts of the
problem instead of proposing an
over-all plan at the ouset of the
talks.
Businesslike Talks
This is likely to be the
Russian approach, too. Amen.
can officials say the Russian
attitude at the exploratory SALT
talks late last year in Helsinki
was businesslike and devoid of
.propaganda.
Since that Soviet spokesmen
have carried on an increaeingly
Intense propaganda campaign
charging the U.S. actions— suet
as plans for MIRV and ABM
deployment-- show Washington
Is not sincere in wanting an
eaL
top Nixon administration
officials discount the Moscow
propaganda to a certain extent
because, they say, Russia was
advised last year at Helsinki ei
what the United States pl
to do in this respect.
Nixon has been under prem.
sure by numerous senators tO
propose some sort of general
freeze on further Soviet and
American deployment of mist
sties at the outset of the Vienna
talks.
There is no evidence he has
instructed Smith to put forward
such a suggestion as a formal
proposal. It is considered more
likely that the U.S. delegation
will await the initial Soviet
statement before moving in any
specific direction.
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Bush Cut - 16-oz. can
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SPACE CENTER, H
(UPI)— Nell A. Armstrong, the
first man on the moon, and
Alan L. Bean, the latest man on
the moon, conceded today the
electrical failure on Apollo 13
"happened at a very good time
If it had to happen."
"There concensus is that it
gives the astronauts time to
research the problem and do
something about it as opposed
to another part of the mission
when they wouldn't have the
time available to them," said a
NASA official who talked to
Armstrong and Bean.

14i
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Transportation Secretary John Volpe
announces in Washington a
compromise Wan to get
"stek-out" :lir traffic controller* bark on the yab The
plan urges courts around the
nation to appoint independent panels of doctors to deeide whether eontrollers are
'
actisally ill

TRAFFIC PLAN -

Cherry 20 oz.

4.. Frosty Acres Chopped

bag 2 F0.19' TURNIP mumsg0

Fresh Crisp — — — — Large Stalk

Id

FO R

35° TISSUE _ _

4-Roll Pkg.

Frosty Acres

MIXED VEGETABLES,o_oz. 2

r
i
FO R 3

Pride of ill. - 17-oz. can

CREAM CORN _ _ 2Tr35'

BALLARD OVEN READY

8-oz.

Biscuits - - 3/250

ageal

HAPPENS AT GOOD TIME

GREEN BEANS __ 2errs 35'

Peach. Apple
a Juicy

CHOOSE THE PIECE OF CHICKEN YOU LIKE BEST!!
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No magic carpet could-whisk you and your family so many places in a single day! THE LEDGER & TIMES
gives you all of the news of Murray and Calloway County, takes you all over the world and even to outer space
as a regular occurrence, in every issue. Action wire-photos arid local shots help you quick-scan the
latest happenings... vivid word pictures let you study in depth the events that interest you. It's all there. . the human
oddities, general interest articles ... the columnists, the cartoons, the editorials, fOr you to enjoy, to inform
you ... at your fingertips, in a form you can refer to later,
The pages of the LEDGER & TIMES whirl shoppers all over the marketplace, keep your buying dollar
on top of the timely best buys.

EV

DE

The DAILY LEDGER & TIMES presents you with a galaxy of entertainment features: Sports, television,
radio, theater, hometnaker hints, books, the Crossword puzzle, the comics.
Newspapers like the LEDGER & TIMES make you the best informed citizenry in the
Aforld.
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FINE FOODS" FOR
FINE FOLKS

SWIFTS PREMIUM PROTEN

SWIFTS PREMIUM PROTEN

SWIFTS PREMIUM PROTEN

RIB STEAK

STORE HOURS
7:00 Iii 9:00

T-BONE STEAK
L129

SIRLOIN STEAK
B$ 19
09

LB

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
FIELDS

ARMOUR

WIENER

CANNED
HAMS

PURE

GROUND BEEF

DEL MONTE

NABISCO

OLD JUDGE

COFFEE
1,8 64

AIL FRUIT
COOKIES 3/$1 SNOWDRIFT FRUIT COCKT2/49
S
DRINK
NG
TENI
SHOR
PINEAPPLE
CRACKERS
35 460z 3/$1
33
'
e' 3"69
PEPSI COLAS
DEL MONTE

SUGAR, LEMON, COCONUT

203 CAN

12 OZ.

DEL MONTE

KEEBLER ZESTA

LIMIT 2

SLICED OR
CRUSHED

No. 2 Can

1 LB.

PRODUCE

FROZEN FOOD

ICELANDIC

IDAHO

I LB.

OCEAN CATFISH
-FROSTY ACRES,

HASH BROWN POTATOES

I 1/2 LB

690

12 oz.

ORANGE JUICE

3/$1

PLUS DEPOSIT OR BOTTLES

BANQUET
BEEF, TURKEY, CHICKEN

BAKING POTATOES
LETTUCE
LEMONS

35C

FROSTY ACRES

POT PIES

3 LB.

LB
.5

LB.

9

5/$1

10 OZ.

2

6 P ACK79c

10 LB.

590

HEAD

190

1 DOZ. IN BAG 390

FRESH SLAW
COUNTRY EGGS

120Z. 190
DOZ. 390
GREEN GIANT

oRN
MExic
ENGLISH PEAS GREEN
PEAR
2/49
2/45
WHIP
CLE
GOOD
BEANS MIRA
HALVES
MEAT
LUNCH
EVAPORATED MIL
59c
49
65
130z 2/35 2/49
WHIPPED
TEA
CATSUP DRY MILK
TOMATO JUICE POTATOES JELLY AJAX
79c
79c
49c
29
3/$41
2/45c
MS
DEL

NTE

DEL MONTE CUT

DEL MONTE

12 OZ.

303 CAN

303 CAN

QT

.2.'4 CAN

120Z.

DEL MONTE

PET

$129

140Z.

12 QT.

ERBERS STRAINED

LIQUID

TIDE
KING SIZE $1 23

CHIFFON
(If

49c

BABY FOOD
4 1

9
'

CHARCOAL

BABY FORMULA

PoOTITO
CHIPS
25(
49'

WRAC

BRIOUETS

•

130Z.

18 oz.

160Z.

46 OZ

50Z.

DELIGHTED
APPLE - GRAPE

BORDENS

DEL MONTE

LIPTON LO-CAL

TWIN 'AG

10 LB

19c

SEAL TEST
AUTO CR AT

ICE MILK
,2 GAL. 43c

DETERGENT

GT.

BLEACH

PUREX
GAL.

39'
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Television
In Review
HOLLYWOOD(UPI)— Under.
standing show business today is
almost impossible unless one at
least tries to understand the
pop music scene. The top
contemporary recording artists
are, by and large, bigger
celebrities to youth than movie
stars. The chief reason is
simply that they speak more
directly to youth, and it is
are
because they
natural
usually younger themselves.
Each month, I get numerous

•i
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records, mostly pop, and I try
to listen to at least part of each
one. At times, the quality is
sect that I feel like putting in
personal
jor battle pay. My own
tastes run to classical music
and the jazz of Django
Reinhardt, Billie Holiday, Biz
Baderbecie and the early
Louis Armstrong. I do not like
to be proselytized—by singers,
or anybody. But to gauge shoe
Laziness today, you must face
the music.
Perhaps this is why I was
particularly interested in NBC.
TV's recent one-hour special,
Switched-On Symphony,"
In which 6onductor Zubin Mehta
and the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra played host to

pop artists in an attempt to
show some common ground of
contemporary
classical and
music. It was an erratic hour,
and even an untutored ear
could not fail to record the
frequent cacophony. Yet there
was a vitality to the experiment, a vigor that indicated
NBC might be on to something
In programming.
World guide
NEW 1 ORK (UPI)—Travelers
will find helpful tips and other
information in the 1970 "New
liorizons World Guide" prepared
by Pan American World Airways.
The book, which sells for $3, can
be obtained at Pan Am sales
offices.
-
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a e op c here as Attorney General John N.
WHO'S NIX
Mitchell discusses the Supreme Court nomination situation
with a glum looking President Nixon in the White House.
Mike the next try outside the South, is Nixon's decision.

:

ONE BOX EQUALS 10,000 WORDS and then some- - Mrs. Elizabeth VanHorne, a
librarian in the Government Publications Section of the King Library at the University of Kentucky, explains use of a microfilm reader to a student. Each box in the
background contains approximately 300 documents - in reduced form, of course.
(Steve Mitchell Photo)
Many find little reason to to
lieve that Congressional regulation would prove beneficial in the
long run. Apparently,the average
businessman may invoke his wrath won bankers for prevailing
high interest rates, but he would
When economic seas are roe- enterprise is geoerally frowned think twice before letting Congn. the nation's independent busi- upon by the businessmen, and gress set the prime interest rate.
ness owners don't necessarily such powers are usually delegatlook to Congress to come to the ed to the Administrative Branch
rescue. Given a choice between of government, not to the LegisStu
Congressional regulation of bank lative.
Interest rates and the present The average business propr
"money market" system, most or may understand little of the
businessmen apparently prefer nation's complex monetary systo ride out the present storm. tem. He may blame a few large
In a poll by the National Fed- banks for "setting" the prime
eration of Independent Business, Interest rate and regard this as
two-thirds of the businessmen- virtual price-fixing; he may blarespondents oppose legislation me the Federal Reserve Board's
prepared by Rep. Bertram PodeLl restrictive money policies which
of New York which would give limit bank lending capabilities;
Congress sole authority to set or he may see today's interest
the prime interest rate.
rates as the products of inflaThe votes were tallied before tion, and perhaps condemn govseveral large U. S. banks annou- ernment - deficit spending for
nced a cut in their prime interest causing it.
rate from 81/2 to 8 percent, a
But whoever he blames, he
move which could reduce the probably recognizes that interest
borrowing cost for the average rates are, to a large extent, still
businessman, who often pays determined by market forces —
more than the prime rate.
supply and demand. Supply is
Despite the obvious harcishipe limited — partly by government
oter•orn
caused by high bank interest design — and demand is high at
.4.
rates, only 25 percent of the bus- the present time.
inessmen responding to the legisTo make the basic cost of
lative poll came out in favor of credit subject to political deciethe legislation, while 67 percent Ion In Congress apparently smregistered opposition, and 8 per- acks of "too harsh a medicine"
cent remained undecided.
for these businessmen, even conReturns from Kentucky show sidering the pain of present rale
23 percent favor the measure, es, (The same businessmen rec68 percent dissent, and 9percent ently rejected, by 58 percent tc
HOW TO TELL the astronauts
reserve their opinion.
34 percent a proposal for goveniGovernment regulation of free ment ware and price controls.) apart on the Moon without
a program? Here is Mission
tommander James Lovell at
'Cape Kennedy with black
stripes around arms and
legs. Lunar Module Pilot
Fred A. Haise Jr. will not

ROTC Cadets Tour Fort
Campbell Last Weekend

To gain exposure to an allmilitary atmosphere a group of
94 ROTC cadets and their instructors from Murray State University visited FL Campbell last
week.
The group headed by Ctdcoel
Eff Birdsong, professor of Military science at Murray State
University was billeted at Camp.
bell Army Airfield during its
After their arrival, the cadets
spent time getting organized before turning to the first day's
activities which included a tour
of the 29th Transportation Battslion, a demonstration on the hand

grenarie range and dinner at the
Officer's Club.
Most of the group were members of the junior class at Murray State and were making their
first visit to a military reservation.
The morning of the second
day of their visit was spent
zeroing in rifles at range 17.
The cadets fired for record in
the afternoon.
The final day of the visit was
spent touring the 504th Quartermaster Company and going through the land navigation course.
The grow returned to Murray
after the exercises Saturday afternoon
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Most Business Men Prefer To
Ride Out The Interest Storm

PORK CHOPS
FIRST CUT 774

SUPER—RIGHT BEEF

LS.

Pork Chops'Lc— Sliced lLbLb. 790
Sliced Bacon"''Parts 88t
Whole Breast;r7DshRct-h:Sen L 68
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have stripes.
Tour for high wheelers

FOR SAL
two-bedro
Lot, local
Phone 75:

NEW YORK (UPI)—A six.
week tour of Europe for high
school students, which includes
skiing, sightseeing and language
lessons, is being offered this
summer for the fifth year by
Ski Your Camp, Inc. of New
York City. The itinerary includes five ski resorts in France,
Italy and Switzerland as wHI
visits to taris, Milan, Geneys,
Basle and ruxembourg.
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REG. 01 BUTTERMILK
GOLDEN RISE

* * *

Immature lesser flamingo'
make play houses by buildint
conical nests like those of theii
parents, says National Geo
graphic.

,17 OZ.
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WHOLE KERNEL GOLDEN CORN
CREAM STYLE GOLDEN CORN
SPINACH
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Amazing Low Price on the All New
Smooth Running
POI SALO

EAN 4-PLY DY

COR RAYON

NOTICE
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
76.200: Notice is hereby thee
that a report of Final settlement of accounts was on
March 27, 1970 filed by Artis
Mae Fuqua, Adminianatrix of
the estate of Marshall Lube
Fuqua, Dec'd.,

ONE 20" and one 24" bicycle SPINET PIANO: Wanted, reand that the same has been
2 ACRES about 2 miles south
one medium tricycle. Phone sponsable party to take over
aid
approved by the Calloway Co-bed3
nice
with
a
641
on
Hwy.
on
low monthly payments
753-2477.
unty Court and ordered filed
room home, central beet, earspinet piano. Can be amen lolie over for exceptions. Any
to
attachpet throughout, garage
FIVE-PIECE bedroom suite, in cally. Write Credit Manager.
desiring to file any experson
ed, new wall with filter system,
good condition. Phone 753-3110. P. 0. Box 276, Shelbyville,
ception thereto will do so on
A-16-C
large shop building could be
A-16-P
or before April 27, 1970 or be
made into three sesertments,
forever barred.
FARMALL (liege/ tractor with 1950 CHEVROLET ti-ton truck,
about eight trailer spots, if you
Witness my hand this 27th
some equipment, model 480, good condition, $235.00. 1963
want a nice home and income
day of March, 1970.
comwagon,
sere
hours
50
door
than
Chevrolet
four
less
see this one.
By: Marvin Harris,
plete overhaul. Will help with straight shift, six cylinder, good
50 ACRES on Old Murray and
Court Clerk,
County
af$325
489-2601
mechanically,
rubber
and
Phone
financing.
Paris Rood about 24 miles from
Calloway County,
00. Two 900 Ps 15 tube type
ter 6:00 p.
Murray, new three bedroom
Kentucky
white wall tires, like new,
home, large den and kitchen,
ONE BROOD sow, will farrisw $15 each. One 40 gallon WagoBY: Judah Ainky, DC
disposal, washer and dryer, fireJune 1st. One coming two years ner ims hot water beater, $20.00.
1TP
place, carpet, 2 baths, double
old, saddle bred filly. Phone Four 10 ft. fluted antique porch
new
house,
storage
carport,
Puryear, Tenn. 2474458.
NOTICE
columns, A-1, $10.00 each. One
stock barn, all fenced, about
A-16-C lot antique stair post, (4 ft.)
Phone 753-5862
Corner of 6th & Main
In accordance with Kentucky
one-belt down and tislannever
ml4c
$25.00. Phone 753-2700.
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
35 years.
eq,
e
ee,•
ves O.es,ea.., ea. eery. se,
A-16-NC ..•e
YARD SALE: You won't believe
25.200: Notice is hereby given
,•
•••
Sd. 1.;• /di •
12 ACRES on Hwy. 121 about
all the things we are going to
that a report of Final settle6 miles West, nice 5-room frame
Pea Friday and Saturday, April ASSUME PAYMENTS on Spinment of accounts was on
home, good stock barn, crib,
MOTKI
Lan I POUND
17 and 18, at the home of We- e piano, $18.25 per moath et
March 25th., 1970 filed by
hog fence, $17,500.00 or house
am Farley on the Concord Hwy. Leach's Music & TV. Phone Last: 2 rings, one 1967 class ring MO CALENDAR Deli Sum& Barletta A. Weather, Executrix
and one acre, $12,500-00.
just inside the city limits be- 753-7575.
A-16-C Beeville, Mich., blue set. Other and rano an ow availibto at of the estate of Yandai Wra70 ACRES on Kentucky Lake
fore you get to the bridge.
rang has iarge rhinstooe in the Wow & Thaw OM.Sop- thee, Deed.,
near New Concord for only
Here are just a few of .the TESTED arid approved by mil- center and smaller one on side. pig ak.111.
and that the same has been
TISK
$8,500.00.
many items...Craftsmares wood lions of homemakers. Blue Lus- Phone 753-1518.
approved by the Calloway CoA-15-C
NEW SHOP building in Stalls
ELECTROLUX SALES & /No- unty Court and ordered filed
lathe; strait news; electric fans; tre carpet cleaner is tops. Westideal clean-up shop, only $9,.
, C- to lie over for exceptions. Any
vice, Box 313 Murray, XY,
4 matching oak chairs; odd ern Auto, Home of "The Wish000.00,
A-15-C
M. Sanders. Phone 313-3332 person desiring to file any exchairs; iron ware; crockware; ing Well".
GOOD two-bedroom home mem
AUTOS FOR SALO
Lynnville, Kentucky.
lots of gams were; depression
ception thereto will do so on
hospital and school for $11,000.May-9-C or before April 25th., 1970 or
glass;
a
subee
cabbage
rose
are
girl's
pattern;
DIAMONDS
00.
gar bucket; bottles; horse col- friend-Until she finds Blue
be forever barred.
GOOD two-bedroom home on
lar (brans knobs); round top Lustre...-for cleaning carpets
Witness my hand this 25th
GOING OUT of buttons. EveryHwy. 641 at Almo Hies., $6,250.trunk; dolls; Ithaca model 37, Rent electric shampooer $1. Big
NEW DATSUN
thing marked down. Our build- day of March, 1970.
00.
A-18-C
16 gauge pump gua; exhaust K.
By: Marvin Harris,
ing has been leased. All mud
17 ACRES open land about 5
TRADE-INS
hood stove; clothes, 6 to 14,
go in April. China, gifts, souvCounty Court Clerk,
miles West on Hwy. 121, good
turbo1967
boat
Jet
MODEL
other hard to find items too
enirs, archery, fishing equipCalloway County,
well, small stock barn with or
18
extra
craft,
ft.,
clean.
Phone
sedan
numerous to mention, but all
1989 DATSUN 4-door
IMIRVICES OPPSRSO
meat You mud en to really
Kentucky
without nesv• trailer home.
AUTOS POR SALS
A-15-C
priced to Bellew!
A-17-C 436-2323.
only 7,000 miles. T.' appreciate what we have. Erin
BY: Judith Ainley,
3 ACRES on Irvan Cobb Road
PEST CONTROL Tee 1963 F-85 Oldamobile V-8, auoar is race. Save $700. Gift Shop and Sporting Goods,
1TP
about 1 mile off Hwy. 04, good
TURKEYS, ducks, chickens
mites-eat your home. Roaches tomatk, power steering, brakes
00.
across from Blalock-Coleman
building site, may $2,500.00.
Guineas and ring neck doves
1950
eeton
CHEVROLET
truck,
-carry germs. Spiders-an and feotory air. Good condition.
A-15-C
Funent Home.
52 ACRES on Hwy. 121 at ColdNOTICE
good mediate, $235.00. 1963 See Hubert Alexander, three
free inspection call Phone 7534001 or 753-3917.
1967 DATSUN, 4-door Stawater, good building lots, COM' poison. For
south of Sedalia, phone
miles
wagon,
four
door
Chevrolet
accordance with Kentucky
In
hearfresh
factory
BELTONE
Pest
Control
Lefly's
75e3914.
32,000
only
Wagon
tim
munity water system, only $18,A-18-P
straight shift, six cyclinder, good 328-8563.
Sections 25.195 and
TIC
it hours a day,
miles, radio and beater, ing aid batteries for all make Statutes,
000.00.
1957 CHEVROLET pick-up, very rubber and mechanically, $235.is hereby given
Notice
25.200:
Drugs.
Wallis
aids,
hearing
$1050.1
real nice. Only
NICE 3-bedroom stone home WANTED: Lawns to mow. Phone good condition. Mice cattle rack 00. Two 900 x 15 tube type
H-1TC that a report of Final settleWESTERN Pleasure Pony, 36
with full basement, new well, 7534030 after 3:30 p. m. MIC included, $300.00. Phone 489- white wall tires, like new, $15
ment of accounts was on
inches, saddle mare, quarter
1967 ElskTfes UN, 4-door
carport, on 2 acres about 8 miles
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
2158.
A-I6-P each. One 40 gallon Wagoner horse mares. gentle pones;
March 28. 1970 feed by EveWagon, low mil
tion
east on Hwy. 94, only $19,500.- SAWS FILED, Uwe mowers and
been lyn Marie Shekell, Administrahas
Administration
gee hot water heater, $20.00. Pony stud service. Phone 75$transautomatic
age,
00.
snail appliances repaired and 1966 IIIPALe. custom, red with Four 10 ft. fluted antique porch 1348.
granted by the county court
estate of James B.
A-15-C
mission radio and heat- upon the following estates, to- trix of the
GOOD GROCERY business a- yard tools sharpened. 512 IL block vinyl rood, air condition- columns, A-1, $10.00 each. One
Dec'd.,
Shekell,
$1095.00.
er. Only
bout 5 elites out on main high- South 12t2i Street Phan 753- ing, power steering. 20,000 ace lot antique stair post, (4 ft.)
wit:
and that the same has been
way, includes living quarters, 6067.
Walter J. Baker, Dec'd.,
May-1.14 ual miles, $2475.00. Dwain Tay- $.25.00. Phone 753-2700. A-21-C 1968 125 HONDA Scrambler,
by the Calloway Co-approved
sedan,
grocery building, furniture, fixgood condition. Phone 753-1348. 1966 DATSUN, 4-door
lor Chevrolet Inc., South 12th
Rob G. Gingles, 508 Meadow unty Court and ordered filed
real economy car, up to Lane, Murray, Kentucky, Adtures and stock. Priced to selL SWIMMING POOLS serviced Street. Phone 753-2617. A-16-C FOX TERRIER, male. Rat TerA-LS-C
to lie over for exceptions. Any
30 miles per gallon of ministrator.
25 ACRES with good 3-bedroom acid repaired. All types new
rier PePPies, $15.00 each. Nice
person desiring to file any exgas. Real nice car, $795.borne about 3 miles east of Al- pool construction. Free estimat- FOR SALE or trade: 1964 Au- pets for children. Call 753-2963. WEIL PUMP, used very little
Charles B. Nance, Deed.,
ception thereto will do so on
00.
me, $8,500.
es. Cell collect: 1-8864353. stin Healey Spares convertible
A-17-C Good condition. Call 436-2393.
Alva Lou Nance, Deater, Ken- or before April 26th., 1970 or
A-15-C
GALLOWAY REAL ESTATE & Warne Kentucky Pool Co., 3000 Mark el, in excellent contucky, Administraerix.
be forever barred.
sound
good
42DSEM1CA,
price
1966
$560.00..hone
dition
insuressios Agency, Murray, Ky., Inc, Skyline Dr., Lk:eke:melee,
Charlie Mews, Deed,
eWO-WHEEL trailer, made es,USED TRAILERS. Located.
Witness my hand this 35th
Special,
A-18-C
transportation.
3801.
Phone 753-6842.
A-16-C Kentucky.
Alice Miller, Route 4, Mur- day of March, 1970.
trailer park on East Highway, pecially for carrying camping
only
$695.00.
rent for an in- equipment. U interested, phone
ray, Kentucky, Adminestreisix.
By: Marvin Harris,
LOT, LIth end 01- WILL DO terra work part time 1962 CADILLAC Coupe DeVllle. set up, ready to
yourself af- 753-2477.
Effie Hughes, Dec'd,,
A-15-C
County Court Clerk,
lye, woad for four apartniesite, trim 1:00 p m. till 6:00 p. m. Formerly owned by the /ate vestment or occupy
1965 CHEVY VAN, 6-cylinMust sell now beBrent Hughes, Box 296, Mm'
Calloway County,
$8750.00. Phone 7634292 after Call Janes Sills at 753-3056, Dr. F. E. Crawford of Murray. ter June it
Nice,
$695.00.
der.
Administrator;
ray, Kentucky,
Kentucky
or 753-8830 after 5:00 p. m. Only 32,000 actual miles. New fore new lease signed- Phone
6:00 p. m.
Lou Ethel Vinson, Dec'd.,
753-6202 after 6:00 p.
BY: Judith Ainley, DC
ISA-174
A-174 tires. Excellent condition. Pric8,
Custom
2-ton
1
/
FORD
1964
-17-C
H-A
117
Dee Vinson, 506 S. 8th St.,
Pot MIT
ed to sell. Phone 489-3801.
overdrive, radio, heater, Murray, Kentucky, Executor.
LOT 770, located at Pine Bluff WILL WAY K or bathe deo,
A-16-C PIANOS and Organs, Baldwin.
Cab.
ClIst4411
aid
NOTICE
TWO-BEDROOM duplex apart.
Belle Geurin, Dec'd-,
Shores. Call 443-2174. Contact: Phone 753-3816.
A47-C
Rent or buy. Used, new pianos. meet Phone 733-7850.
TM
J. D. Geuna, Route 5, Mur- In accordance with Kentucky
Delas Eipson, 2200 Bridge St.,
= Acrou from Post Office, Loner!
'67 BUICK Special, 4-door,
1968 CHEVY 3/4-ton Custom ray, Executor.
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
Paducah, Ky.
A-17-P
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, locatdard tranimission, 10,000
Camper, pick-up, Turbodo Piano Co., Pasts, Tenn.
25.200: Notice is hereby given
ed
at
Grogan's
-17-C
Morehead
Schmidt,
Trailer
Annette
work.
Drive
body
Court,
away
H-A
needs
transmisHydramatic
TWO-YEAR-OLD brick home.
NOT1C111
that a report of Final settleHighway 94. Call 435-5381.
for $6105.00. Call 436-6570.
sion, power steering, Dec'd.,
Central air sod heat, paneled
ment of accounts was on
Bernice Morehead, 311 '8.
A474
power brakes, factory
den and kitchen, large carpetMarch 36th., 19'70 filed -SYSEAFORD'S Lawn & Garden
air conditioning, west 15th., Murray, Kentucky, Dew D. T. Humphreys, Executor of
ed living room, three nice size
1967 OLDS 98 Luxury sedan Equipment. Route 1, Benton has
coast mirrors, big tires, cutrie
bedroams, carpeted, two baths,
the estate of E. T. (Lish) Humwith all power and factory air. Arians Sensational Riders, Gil- TWO TRAILERS for rent. One
Joseph W. Curnutt, Deed.,
large step bumper, 15,utility room and carport. Phone
phreys, Dec'd.,
Burgandy with beige vinyl roof. son & Ariens tillers, Sensation- l•bedroosn, one 2-bedroom. ApJohn C. Newbauer, New Con000 miles. Like new.
A-17-C
753-9922.
and that the same has been
1968 Wick Skylark with factory al mini-bikes, and Poulain Chain ple in person at Dill's Trailer
Executor.
cord,
Kentucky,
approved by the Calloway Coair rind power, with black vinyl Saws. Phone 437-4412. A-17-C Court after 4:00 p. m., located 1966 AUSTIN-HEALY Sprite.
Darrell
W.
Dec'd.,
Shoemaker,
unty Court and ordered filed
roof. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta- 10-GALLON Aquarium, p urn p, at Murray Drive-In Theatre EnMartha Shoemaker, Route 1, to lie over for exceptions. Any
FOR SALE or rent: by owner,
Special $595.00.
UPC
trance.
MAW.
and
8th
of
tion,
corner
and
Murray,
Kentucky,
trailer
Executrix.
house
two-bedroom
her, light cover, fish and acperson desiring to file any anA-17-C
All persons having claims caption thereto will do so on
lot, located 1322 Sycamore.
cessories. Make offer. Call 753- THREE-ROOM Moment apart- 1968 "2000" DATSUN Roadster, 135 H. P., 5-speed against said estates are notified or before April 20th., 1970 at
Phone 7534332 after 4:30 p. m
A-17-C ment, furnished, nice and c
1967 BUICK LaSabre four door 9275.
A-16-C
transmission. Only $1,- to present them to the Admin- be forever barred.
sedan. White with black vinyl 1963 HONDA, 50 CC, new tires, utilities paid, $50. Couple preistrators or Executors verified
895.00.
rood, with factory air and pow- runs good, $75.00. Phone 436- herred. Phone 753-1739. A-16C
Withness my hand this 20th
according to law, same to be day of March, 1970.
er. 1967 Chrysier New Yorker 5570.
KENIANA SHORES-40' a
See:
A-17-C
presented to said Administratfour door hardtop with factory
By: Marvin Harris,
and larger bake lots--Late
NEATLY furnished apartment.
LASSITER-MCKINNEY
ors and Executors in due course
air and power. Cain and Tay- 1-20-GALLON,
County Court Clerk,
4-10-gallon, Bedroom, kitchen and den. One
ems, central water, some with
of
law.
lor Gulf Station, artier of 8th 1-5-gallon complete 'aquari
Calloway County,
lake view. As little as $695 with
Mac Fitts, 753-2617
person or couple only. Located
DATSUN
This
of
day
10th
March,
1970
and Mein.
set ups, including fish. Call 753- 100 So. 13th St., Kelly's Pmt
Kentucky
email down payment. Phone
(Home 753-5272)
Marvin Harris, Clerk
BY: Judith Aitley, DC
8082 between 9:00 and 10:00 Central.
4364320 for directions.
A-17-C
"Open Evenings"
1967 BUICK Skylark four door p. in.
By: Judith Ainley, DC
1TP
A-17C
•
11A-17.0
reef
hardtop with black vinyl
1TP
Ph. 753-7111
Sycainewe
810
Charles Jenkins, 753-2617
with factcry air sod power. New COINS, pennies, nickels, dimes. ONE-BEDROOM furnished aONE HOUSE with two=
(Home 7537718)
set of tires 1965 Volkswagen. quarters halves Call 753-8082 Pertinent
Zimmerman Apartmerits one block from
Piling it higher
FIRST IN MURRAY
1966 Chevrolet Impels four door between 9:00 and 10:00 p. ITI ments, South 16th Street. Phone
campus. All three ere meted
(CONSIGNMENT AUCTION)
KONG (UPI)-The
HONG
sedan with factory sir and powA-17-C
for the coming year. Zoned for
A-17-C 753-6609.
J. H. Nix, 753-2617
To be held Friday night, April New China News Agency -says
er steering. Cain and Taylor
one more apartment me be add(Home 753-3395)
17th at 8:00, located on 5th fanners in Cpmmunist China's-2
Golf Station. Corner of 6th and
ed. lot 125;1200. Phone 733NOTICI
Fair food
Street downtown near Peoples Shansi- Province "accumulated.
A-17.0
Main.
A-16-C
3477.
OSAKA, Japan (UPI)-Food amok neat door to Shroat Meet 57,500,0(X)tons of manure" durWANTED TO OUT
for daily, consumption Mkt. $10,000 mew furniture, con- ing the month of January, 1970
supplied
1964 PONTIAC Bonneville with
restaurants' at the sisting of bedroom suites, lila The agency said this was "20 per
170
the
in
black vinyl root. All power and
WANTED: Farm 00 acres and
Exposition includes: log room suites, glass top ta- cent-More than in the corresponWorld
1970
factory air. 1964 Ford four door
lip, must be close to Munger
170 beef cattle,.140 pigs, 30,000 bles end chairs. Antique's coo- ding period in 1969".
Murray. Ky. sedan. Local oar. Cain and TayS 12th Street
No phone calla. Write, Brio
300,000 eggs and aiding of Oak library table, old
chickens,
elk lor Gulf Station, corner of 6th
* * *
Dill, P. 0. Box 567, Murray,
books, picture frames, P
90,000 bottles of milk.
.•
M.
A-17-C
and
AKentucky.
glass pieces, Germany marked Aid to handicapped
*•*
plates and many other items.
NOTICE
ST1N, Tea. (UPI)-In the
NOTICE
We will receive goods to be
1964 OLDS 88 four door sedan
sold on April 16th and 17th. future all public buildings conwith air and power. 1963 PontIt takes 25,000 gallons of
Texas , will have
Hours-10:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. structed in
iac station wagon with factory
water, five tons of air and TOO U you have good items to se special entrance ramps for handiand
Cain
power.
all
and
sir
liorsepi•wer ;IO.0 ti electricih
capped and disabled persons a•
Taylor Gulf Station. Cotner of
U, produce one ton of steel bring in on above dates. A-17-C result of recent state legislation.
A-17-C
6th and Mein.
•
2 Mlles North of Jones Mill at the Late
CLIFF GROOMS PLACE
1963 FORD four door sedan,
1948 Case Tractor in good Condition. Plow. Disc and CultiGalaxie 500. Burgandy with
vator - John Deere Corn Planter in good shape - Heavy
--beige top. 1969 Buick tour door
Tongs
Ice
Tongs
Logging
rubber
Duty Log Wagon on
sedan. Just like a new car. Real
Wash Kettles Platform Scales - Lots of Old Stone Jars sharp. 1965 GMC pick-up truck.
I THINK I'LL
Jugs - Churns - Glass Top Fruit Jars - Old Pie Safe- AladReal nice, six cylinder. Cain
WEIGHT
POUNDS
and Taylor Gulf Station, corner
WEIGH THIS
din Lamps - Kerosene Lamps Chain Saw - Cast Hooks Corn
Tools
A-17-C
of 6th and Main.
YOU ARE TOO
Cross Cut Saws - Some Old Horse Drawn
FISH I
Sheller - Milk Cans - Log Chains - Block and Line - Well
EASILY
FOOLED
CAUGHT
Pulleys - Ice Box - Corn Scoops - Post Drill - Vise - Horse
BY ANYONE WHO
Barb
AND
of
Roll
Collars - Hones with Brass Knobs - New
THROWS YOU A
FORTUNE
HUMP WANTIO
Wire - Cedar Bucket - Old Saw Mill Parts - Lots of Scrap
FAST LINE
Iron - Lots of Hand Tools - Electrc Drill - Ham'rners WANTED: Front end and brake
Hand Says Tin Snips - Iron Wedges- Sledge Hammer.
man. g.pply in person, no phone
Lots of Other Things!
calla please. Fenton & Hodge,
OWNER
GROOMS
MRS. CLIFF
A-16-C
203 So. 5th St.
SHORTY McBRIDE * 247 - JIMMY MeBRIDE * 336
AUCTIONEERS
WANTED: Baby sitter for one- RAIN ,OR eHINE half day for five days. Phone
ltc
A-17-C
492-8157.

NOTICE

My new butchering facility at Benton, Kentucky, is open for business
and in full compliance with the

CAIN & TAYLOR GULF STATION

new federal meat act. An inspector
IS with us regularly. Shroat Meat
Market is now furnished by this
plant. I am operating this plant as
the Ole Kentucky Smoke House
and am continuing to operate
Shroat Meat Market under the
same name.

James Chaney

S
.

De

locu.rs

7490
A690
,790
78

A TORNER

Stop-Look-Listen

Dwain is away but
we don't want to z
play. We want to
sell new
cks1
cars an

•z

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet

UP TO
35t

I II I

GET

- AUCTION SALE
Saturday, April 18 - 10:00 a.m.

T $I 00
GS

I

ATTENTION

I

Nancy

by Ernie Bushmiller
4
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Funeral Is Thursday 'Death Claims Life Mrs. Henry Beaman
Rites Are Held Today
for Robert P. Brandon of Mrs. cuker

GOO

WEDNESDAY — APRIL 15, 1fr70

BRAY, KENTUCKY

Mrs. Parks Dies
Kirksey Woman Filial Rites AreA.Held
Here For ixk 6ny At Home Of Son
y
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(Continued From Pegs 1)
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(Contimeed From Peg* II
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Mrs. Eva Britt Is
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*
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lb.

Sweet Potatoes

lb.

35c
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49c
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Cranapple Juice

Sweet Pickles
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FELLOW ONIONS
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_ _ 3Lb.

3g0
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.0
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COOKIES
COOK115
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5 ,b,
S'at.; $1.110'
49°
New Shipment of Spicelsland Has Arrived

4
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Science Building.
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WEATHER
West KentUcky: Co
cloudiness and mild t
tonight with a chance
era and thundershowe
cloudy Friday and
mild with slight chance
ers. High today and
mainly in the 70s. lo
in 50s to low 60s. W
and tonight southerly
m.p.h. and gusty near
thowens.
EXTENDED OUTL
The extended outl
Kentucky shows a ch
rain Sunday but fair
will prevail Saturday a
cay. It will be cooler
day
High temperatures
and Sunday will be in
lowering into the 50s
Lows in the 40s and
Saturday and Sunday 1
into the 30s and low
day morning.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.
up 0.1; below dam 319.
26, no gates open.
Barkley Lake, 7 a rn.
0.4, below dam 324.6, d
Sunrise 5122; sunset
Moon sets 3:05 CPI.
S.

